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BEDROCK AQUIFERS IN THE NORTHERN SAN RAFAEl SWEll AREA, 
UTAH, WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE NAVAJO SANDSTONE 
By 
.l. W. Hood and D. J. Patterson 
ABSTRACT 
The northern San Rafael Swell area in southeastern Utah includes about 
2,880 square miles (7,460 square kilometers) and ranges in altitude from about 
3,290 to 7,921 feet (1,195 to 2,414 meters). Precipitation, the main source 
of water in the area, ranges from slightly less than 6 inches (152 milli-
meters) to s 11 ght ly more than 12 inches (305 mill i meters) • 
Rocks that underlie the area range from Precambrian to Holocene in age. 
The thickness of sedimentary rocks ranges from 4,a!3 feet (1,244 meters) to 
about 30,000 feet (9,140 meters). The fntrada, Navajo, Wingate, and Coconino 
Sandstones and rocks of Mississippian age are considered major aquifers 
because of their large areal extent or thickness. Their water-yielding 
ability is affected mainly by faulting and folding which locally enhance 
ground-water circulation by fracturing, or i~ede circulation by offsetting 
the more permeable beds. Water in these aquifers ranges from fresh to briny. 
The total hydrologic system in the northern San Rafael Swell area has an 
estimated average annual inflow and outflow of about 1.3 million acre-feet 
(1,600 cubiC hectometers), of which about 1.15 million acre-feet (1,420 cubic 
hectometers) is derived from precipitation on the area. An estimated 99 
percent of the water available to the area is consumed by evapotranspiration. 
The estimated gross average annual ground-water recharge is 10,000 acre-
feet (12 cubic hectometers) or less, of which 3,000 acre-feet (4 cubic 
hectometers) recharges the Navajo Sandstone. Recoverable water stored in the 
Navajo, Wingate, and Coconino Sandstones is estimated to be 160 million acre-
feet (197,300 cubic hectometers), of which 42 million aCI'e-feet (51,800 cubic 
hectometers) is in the Navajo alone. 
large, long-term withdrawals from the Navajo Sandstone are marginally 
feasible, but only west of the San Rafael Swell, and if the wells are widely 
spaced. Withdrawal of 20,000 acre-feet (25 cubic hectometers) per year for 30 
years probably would reduce the amount of ground water in storage by about 1.4 
percent. Withdrawals of this magnitude would have a neglig i ble effect on the 
flow of the Colorado River. 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and scope 
This report presents the results of a study of bedrock aquifers in the 
northern San Rafael jwell area, Utah (fig. I), with special emphasis on the 
Navajo Sandstone of Triassic(1) and Jurassic age. The study was made by the 
U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with the Utah Department of Natural 
Resources, Divis ion of Water Rights . Fieldwork was done mainly during March 
1979-July 1980, with supplemental testing and observations during August-. 
December 1980. 
Figure l.--Location and extent of the northern San Rafael Swell area. 
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The principal objectives of thi~ study were to deterllline: (1) Well 
yields of the bedrock formations, (2) the capability of formations to yield, 
over the long term, water chemically suitable for presently (1980) known uses, 
and (3) effects of withdrawals from wells on the surface-water supply in the 
Colorado River Basin. 
For the inve!tigation, an area of 5,500 square miles {14,245 km2) was 
initiallY2considered. From this area, the approximate 3,640 square miles 
(9,430 km ) shown on plate 1 was selected ~or further work . This latter area 
includes about 1,570 square miles (4,070 km ) previously described by Hood and 
Danielson (1979b); re-evaluation con:'listed partly of revising the data base 
for about 710 square mil es (1,970 km ) in the southwestern part of the area 
shown on plate 1 for inclusion in a digital-coll¥luter model of the ground-water 
system. Most data collecti~ and system evaluation was done in the remaining 
2,880 square miles (7,460 km ) of the area shown on plate l. 
Fieldwork included the collection of data on wells, springs, and the 
chemical quality of ground water, short-term aquifer testing, test drilling, 
and infiltration studies of the sandstone aquifers. Office work included 
digital-coll¥luter modeling of the Navajo Sandstone aquifer. Data used for the 
ana lysis given in this report are listed in tables 2, 3, 7, and 9-14. 
Genera 1 features of the area 
The northern San Rafael Swell area is in parts of Carbon, Emery, and 
Grand Counties. It cOll¥lrises approximately the northern two-th i rds of the 
swell and adjacent areas that extend from Castle Valley on the west to the 
Green River on the east, and from the vicinity of Wellington on the north to 
t.he drainage divide between the San Rafael River and Muddy Creek drainage 
basins on the south. 
Altitudes in the area range from 3,920 feet (1,195 m) where the Wayne-
Emery County line meets the Green River to 7,921 feet (2 ,414 m) at San Rafael 
Knob, near the center of the swell (pI. 1). The swell is a major geol09ic 
fold, or elongate dome, with a major axis about 70 miles (113 km) long, that 
trends northward and a minor axis about 30 miles (48 km) long. The swell is 
mainly an area of barren rock that has been deeply dissected by streams that 
cross and are incised transver5ely into the folded rocks. Erosion has removed 
the upper rocks in the center of the swell; an inward-facing cliff delineates 
the Jurass i c sandstone aquifers in the north and south ends of the swell (fi g. 
2), and the interior topography is extremely rugged. Throughout the swell, 
ragged eros i ona 1 remnants of rock are common, and deep canyons comp li cate 
overland travel . 
Much of the swell consists of barren rock , but locally a spar se cover of 
grass and juniper (Juniperus sp.) exists; the vegetative cover i n the northern 
high part of the swell is somewhat denser, including a juniper-pinyon 
(Juniperus sp.-Pinus monophylla (71) community. (See Vallentine , no date , p. 
2-5 ana 24-25.)--
The areas adjacent to the swell consist of shale flats and partly 
dissected terraces to the west, north, and northeast . To the east , the area 
conta i ns partly dissected pediment s and deep canyons near the Green River . 
This area contai ns grasslands and salt-desert and black -brush plant' 
coamun ities • 
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Figure 2.--Erosiona1 features '., the San Rafael Swell. Erosion has removed 
the Navajo Sandstone (N) dnd Wingate Sandstone (W) from the inside of 
the San Rafael Swell, leaving inward-facing, deeply dissected cliffs. 
Little recharge occurs on the steep surfaces; exposure of the aquifers 
has allowed them to drain near the dissected parts. 
A: View, looking northward from location (D-21-11)4ab, toward mouth of 
Buckhorn Wash Canyon. Formations range from Carmel Formation at 
top of cliff to Chinle Formation at base in mouth of canyon. 
Foreground is part of rolling internal plain developed on 
limestone of the Moenkopi Formation. 
B: View, looking southeastward, from top of cliff at location (0-30-
ll)Bdc. Upper · smooth surface is a rolling plain developed on 
limestone in the Carmel Formation. San Rafael River flood plain, 
below, is fringed with phreatophytes and saline residue. 
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Most of the area is uninhabited or seasonally occupied by ranchers and 
miners who reside elsewhere. The only population centers are Green River 
Wellington, and the small cOlIIIMlRity of Woodside. Cultivated crops are gr~ 
mainly around Green River, but there are small, isolated tracts of farmland 
along the lower Green, Price, and San Rafael Rivers. 
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Previous and concurrent studies 
Published information on the geology of the study area is abundant. The 
area is in that part of Utah which experienced some of the earliest geological 
and mineral exploration. (For example, see Lupton, 1912.) The first t est 
well for petroleum in Utah was drilled at Gree~ River. As a result of several 
periods of petroleum and uranium exploration, there are many published reports 
on the geo1og>:, including brief articles such as that by Lupton (1911), 
detailed descr1ptions of formations as given in the guidebooks of the 
Intermountain A~sociation of Petroleum Geologist (1954, 1 '6, and 1958), and 
detailed geo1og1c mapping of Gillu1y (1929) •. Other than the Geologic Map of 
Utah (Stokes, 1964), the prinCipal sources of discussion and representation of 
~eoll19Y in the area are Baker (1946), Gil1u1y (1929), and Stokes and Cohenour 
{1956J: A report by Jobin (1962) relates hydrologic properties of the 
format10ns to the occurrence of uranium. 
Pub li shed i nformat i on on water in the study area is 1 ess abundant. 
Reports by M~ndorff (1972) and by Mundorff and Thompson (1980) pertain to 
chemical qua11ty of surface water and fluvial sediment in the Price and San 
Rafael River basins. Hood and Danielson (1979, 1981) discuss bedrock aquifers 
in the adjacent lower Dirty Devil River basin area. Lines and Morrissey 
(1981) discuss the Ferron Sandstone aquifer in Castle Valley which is on the 
west edge of the present study area. 
Results of regional hydrologic studies that included all or parts of the 
northern San Rafael Swell area are given in the following reports: Thomas 
(1952); Iorns, Hembree, and Oakland (1965); Fe1tis (1966); Price and Arnow 
(1974); and Waddell, Contratto, Sumsion, and Butler (1980). Data collected 
during several of those studies and used in this study are given in the 
following reports: Iorns, Hembree, Phoenix, and Oakland (1964)- Sumsion 
(1979); and Waddell, Vickers, Upton, and Contratto (1978). ' 
Terminology 
The term permeability is used in this report to denote the relative ease 
with which a water-bearing formation can transmit water. The specif ic measure 
of permeability is hydraulic conductivity (~. The folll!'Wing ranges of 







K, in feet per day 
Less than 0.5 
0.5 to 5 
5 to 50 
50 to 500 
More than 500 
The terms used in . this report to classify water according to the con-
centration of dissolved solids are as follOWS : 
Fresh 
Sal i ne 
Br i ny 
Classification 
Slightly saline 
Moderate ly sal i ne 
Very saline 
Concentration, in 
mill igraJll! per liter 
Less than 1,000 
1,000 to 3,000 
3,000 to 10,000 
10, 000 to 35,000 
More than 35,000 
1The hydraulic conductivity (~ of a water-bearing material is the 
volume of water that will move throU!lh a unit cross section of the material in 
unit t ime under a unit hy~raulic2gradient. The units for K are cubic feet per 
day per squar e foot [eft /d)/ft 1, which reduces to feet per day (ft/d). The 
terll hydrau li c conductivity replaces the term field coefficient of 
per meablli ty, lOh i ch was formerly used by the U.S. Geological Survey and which 
was reported i n un i ts of gallons per day per square foot. To convert a value 
for fi eld coeffi c ient of permeabil i ty to the equ i valent value of hydraulic 
conducti vity, divi de by 7.4B; to convert from hydraulic conduct i vi ty to 
coeffi cient of permeability, multi ply by 7.48. 
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Well-, spring-, and .iscellaneous-si te-numbering Syste. 
The system of numbering .lls and springs in Utah is bUild on the 
cadastral land-survey syste. of the U.S. Government. The number, in addition 
to designating the well or spring, descrfbes fts posftion fn the land net. By 
the land-survey system, the State is dfvided into four quadrants by the Salt 
Lake base line and meridian, and these quadra!lts are deSignated by the 
uppercase letters A, B, C, and 0, indicating the northeast, northwest, 
southwest, and southeast quadrants, respectively. Numbers designating the 
townsh i p and range (in that order) follow the quadrant letter, and all three 
are enclosed in parentheses. The number after the parentheses indicates the 
section, and is followed by three letters indicating the quarter section, the 
quarter-quar~r1 section, and the quarter-quarter-quarter section--generally 10 
acres (4 hrn"; the letters a, b, c, and d indicate, respectively, the 
northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast quarters of each subdivision. 
The number after the letters is the serial number of the well or spring with 
the 10-acre (4-hm2) tract; the letter ·S· preceding the serial number denott;s 
a spring. If a well or spring cannot be located with i n a 10-acre (4-tn') 
tract, one or two location letters are used and the serial number is omitted. 
Thus (0-19-13)12ddd-1 designates the f i rst well constructed or visited in the 
SE\SE\S~ sec. 12, T. 19 S., R. 13 E., and (D-23-10)9bbd-S1 designates a 
spring i n the SE\N~~ sec. 9, T. 23 S. , R. 10 E. Other sites referenced in 
text are numbered in the same manner, but no serial number is used . The 
number i ng system is illustrated in figure 3. In this report, the letter ·W· 
that follows the serial number designates a petroleum-test well that has been 
left for use as a water well; the suffix letter ·S· designates a well that has 
been plugged back; and the suffix letter ·0· designates a well that has been 
deepened. 
Surface-water gaging stations, where continuous records are available, 
are identified by an eight-digit downstream-order number adopted by the U. S. 
Geological Survey. (See U.S. Geological Survey, 1977, p. 9.) Thus, the 
station on the San Rafael River near Green River, Utah, i s des i gnated 
09328500. 
1Althou~h the basic land unit, the section, is theoretically 1 square 
mile (2.5 km ) , ~y secti ons are irregular. Such sections are subdivi ded 
i nto 10-acre (4-hm ) tracts, generally beginning at the southeast corner , and 
the surplus or shortage i s taken up in the tracts along the north and west 
s i des of the section. 
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Figure 3.--Well- and spring-numbering system used in Utah . 
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GEOlOGIC SEITING 
Formations and their hydrologic characteristics 
Rocks that underlie the northern San Rafael Swell area range in age frOll! 
Precambrian to Holocene (pl. 2 and table 1). Most of the sedimentary 
formations have substantial variations in lithology, mainly due to different 
depositional conditions, and in thickness, due partly to depositional 
conditions and partly to the events that followed deposition. The complete 
section of sedimentary rocks has a maximum thickness of about 30,000 feet 
(9,140 m) and a minimum thickness of about 12,000 feet (3,660 m). The minilllUll 
known thickness (where the section is not complete) is 4,083 feet (1,244 m) at 
well (0-22-12)5abd-1 (table 11). 
All the formatitlns in the geologic section contain some water, but much 
of the secti on from the practical standpoint of well yields is not considered 
to contain useful aquifers. Some of the hydrologic, structural, and physical 
characteristics of the aquifers are readily measurable or visible in outcrops. 
Other characteristics of both the exposed and unexposed formation can be 
evaluated only from well drilling, aquifer testing at wells, chemical analysis 
of water from wells and springs, and laboratory testing of rock samples froll! 
formations that are known to transmit water. A brief evaluation of each 
formation is given in table 1 and s" lected supplementary geologic data are 
given in table 11. Oata from outcrop and C0re samples are given in tables 2 
and 3, and the samples and sampling sites are described in table 13. 
Of the geologic units listed in table I, five are considered to be major 
aquifers because of their large area' extent or thickness or their potential 
for locally large yields to individual wells. These units are the Entrada, 
Navajo, and Wingate Sandstones, the Coconino Sandstone, including its lateral 
facies equivalents in the Cutler Formation, and rocks of Mississippian age. 
Several other geologic units also are aquifers, but they are restricted in 
potential development owing to their thinness, distribution of per meable 
zones, or chemical quality of water. They include older alluvium, the Salt 
Wash Sandstone Member of the Morrison Formation, the Curtis Sandstone, the 
Carmel Formation, and the Moss Back Member of the Chinle Formation. 
The Carmel Formation has a special importance to the ground-water 
hydrology of the northern San Rafael Swell area. First, it is widely exposed 
in the area, both east and west of the swell, and can receive recharge 
directly. Second, it overlies the Navajo Sandstone, and locally can supply 
water to or receive water from the Navajo. Third, the formation contains 
large amounts of evaporites (mainly gypsum, but also salt near the west edge 
of the area) which contribute to the deter"ioration of the chemical quality of 
both ground and surface waters in the area. The Carmel Formation is a good 
aquifer, locally, in the region, yielding several cubic feet per second of 
water to individual wells and springs (Hood and Danielson, 1979, table 11; 
1981, table 7). However, most discharges from wells and springs in the Carmel 
Format i on range from seepage to about 30 gallons per minute (2 LIs). 
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Navajo Sandstone 
Navajo Sandstone was selected as the principal subject of study in this 
report because the sandstone, regionally, 1s the best aquifer of the three 
thick sandstone aquifers described. Of the three, the Navajo is the 
shallowest, apparently the most permeable, and contains the freshest water. 
The Navajo Sandstone, for the most part, is a very fine to fine-grained 
quartzose sandstone (tables 2 and 13) that coarsens to medium grained at the 
top (figs. 4 and 5, table 2). In figure 4, the histograms for depths of 340 
and 500 feet (104 and 152 m) are representative of most of the formation, but 
samples from test NSRT-2 show that the formation generally is coarser and 
better sorted near the top. Sample NSRT -2-100 (table 2) has the grain-size 
bimodality described by Hood and Oanielson (1979, p. 13). 
Colors in the Navajo Sandstone range from light red or orange through 
light brown and pale tan to gray and pure white: the color depends on the 
amount of iron as grain coating remaining after leaching by circulating ground 
water. Colors in the northern and northeastern parts of the San Rafael Swell 
tend toward shades of brown indicating somewhat lower permeability. On the 
whole, the Navajo tends to be more uniformly colored than such formations as 
the Entrada Sandstone in which only the most permeable beds or fracture zones 
(fig. 6) have colors that indicate leaching. 
The Navajo Sandstone in the northern San Rafael Swe 11 area ranges from 
loose, soft and friable to hard and well indurated. The degree of hardness 
depends on the type of exposure or lack of exposure to surface effects, length 
of time exposed, and the grain size: moisture content also seems to determine 
hardness where the sandstone is not saturated. In cliffs (fig. 7) where the 
sandstone is drained, as well as in some nearly horizontal exposed surfaces, 
the sandstone is very hard. At the site of rock sample UTSR-24, the sandstone 
is too hard to disaggregate for sieve analysis: yet at the site of UTSR-24. 
Engineering Research Associates (1953) reported that during tunneling 
operations. the sandstone was soft 6 to 30 feet (2 to 9 m) from the outer 
surface. In the soft sandstone. the available pore space was 50 percent 
saturated; the casehardened zone contained much less moisture and was dry at 
the surface. In drilling test holes into the sandstone aquifer, the drill 
penetrat.::s the upper part rapidly: the penetration rate decreases with depth, 
presumably because of the smaller grain size. Where the sandstone is strongly 
shattered by faulting or folding, as at sampling site UTSR-16 (table 13), it 
is very loose, friable, and well-leached; this is because of mechanical 
disruption of the grain bonds. 
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Figure 4.--Grain-slze distribution In three samples of the Navajo Sandstone 
froll test hole NSRT-2, (D-19-12)3Obba-1. (See also table 2.) 
Figure 5.--PhotOlllcrographs of sandstone specll111!11s. (See table 14 for 
description of suples.) All taken with polarized light at approximate 
_agnlficatlon x 140. 
A. Suple UTSR-27-4 near top of Navajo Sandstone. 
B. Suple UTSR-8 near middle of Navajo Sandstone. 
C. Suple UTSR-20 near bottOll of Navajo Sandstone. 
D. Suple UTSR-ll near middle of Wingate Sandstone. 
E. SalIIPle UTSR-13A-5 near top of Coconino Sandstone. 
Figure 6.--Fracturing at folds and near faults. Fractures can be conduits for 
promoting recharge, discharge. and interformationill leakage of water. 
A. Fracture zone (arrow) in Navajo Sandstone at about location (D-22-
13)12aba on Highway 1-70. The fracture dips slightly eastward and 
contains some leached, loose white sand. 
B. View, looking eastward, of thrust fault (arrow) in the Entrada 
Sandstone at site of spring (D-17-12)23aba-S1. Most of cliff is 
red, but along the fault, the rock has been bleached or leached by 
circulation of water. 
Figure 7.--Exposures of the Navajo Sandstone and other formations. Mode of 
exposure in part controls susceptibility to recharge and surfici~l 
physical character of sandstone aquifers. Steep or vertical slopes 
cannot be recharged. 
A. View looking southward from location (D-25-11)2cdd of Navajo 
Sandstone cliff in wall of Temple Wash canyon. Cliff weathers 
through spalling of large vertical slabs. Old surfaces are 
casehardened. reportedly to depths of 6 to 30 feet, giving the 
impression that the sandstone is very hard. 
B. View of Black Oragon Canyon looking northeastward from location (D-
21-13)34cad. Coconino Sandstone (C) underlies Kaibab limestone 
(K) and, ' beyond, the Moenkopi Formation (M). Fracturing, 
relatively gentle slopes, and lithology contribute to a strongly 
weathered, hack ly outcrop of the Cocon i no Sandstone. 
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The top of the Navajo Sandstone in t~e northern San Rafael Swe 11 area 
generally is sharply defined and easy to identify in outcrops (fig. 8) and 
while drilling a well. In most areas, the base of the Carmel Formation 
consists of dense gray to black limestone, a thin bed of sandstone, and a bed 
of red siltstone that lies on the Navajo. The top of the Navajo is indicated 
by the appearance of cuttings from the red siltstone and a subsequent and 
abrupt increase in the drill-penetration r ate (fig. g). Cuttings from the 
sandstone--generally loose sand--are at f irst masked by cuttings from above or 
they are carried away in the drilling fluid, but the change in penetration 
rate is quite marked and can be seen if it is expected. As shown in figure 9, 
the top of the sandstone as picked from drilling time can be confirmed by 
geophysical logging, particularly when using the gamma-ray log. The natural 
radiation of the sandstone is relatively low and constant, whereas, the 
overlying beds of the Carmel Formation have relatively high radiation peaks. 
The configuration of the gamma-ray log shown in figure 9 is characteristic of 
that for the formational contact in all the study area. 
The base of the Navajo Sandstone is more difficult to identify than the 
top. The contact with ·the underlying Kayenta Formation reportedly is 
gradational, but at least locally, the lowermost Navajo can contain some 
locally derived debris reworked froll! the Kayenta. Because of this difficulty 
in identifying the contact, data reported from some of the wells in table 11 
probab 1y are sOllll!What in error. For the purpose of th i s report, the base of 
the Navajo is picked as the bottom of a continuous sandstone section where the 
underlying siltstone is more than a few inches thick. Except in an area of 
bleached rock (Hawley and others, 1968) near the middle of the swell, the 
color of the siltstone generally is maroon or dark red to brick red. 
The thickness of the Navajo Sandstone in the northern San Rafael Swell 
area ranges from less than 200 feet (60 m) at the northeast edge of the study 
area to about 750 feet (230 m) at the southwest corner (p 1. 3). The 
thickening is not uniform. Because the top of the Navajo is sharply defined 
and fairly uniform, the variation of thickness probably is due to variations 
in the position of the Navajo-Kayenta contact. The lines showing equal 
thickness on plate 3 were plotted from individual well data; where the top or 
bottom of the Navajo was not reported in the well log, the contact was 
estimated from the thickness of the overlying and underlying formations. The 
resultant map shows a consistent variation in thickness of the Navajo, despite 
the probable erroneous reporting of its base in some well logs. 
The variations in thickness of the Navajo Sandstone indicate that the 
formation probably was deposited on an uneven surface of the Kayenta 
Formation. The data indicate that this surface was a sequence of ridges and 
valleys trending southwestward in the direction the Navajo thickens. Data 
also indicate that the Navajo was deposited as dune sand on land (Stokes and 
Holmes, 1954), in shallow water (Freeman and Visher, 1975), or most probably a 
combination of both. 
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Figure 8.--Upper contact of the Navajo Sandstone. The contact is easy to 
identify in outcrops. As in A, limestone, sandstone, and a basal red 
siltstone of the Carmel Forution (C) overlie soft massive sandstone of 
the Navajo Sandstone (N). An exception occurs in the vicinity of area 
shown in pho~ograph B, where limestone of the Carmel Formation lies 
directly on the Navajo Sandstone. 
A. Contact between Carmel Formation (C) and Navajo Sandstone (N) in 
south wall of road cut on Highway 1-70, at location (D-22-
13)12aac, on east side of San Rafael Swell. 
B. View looking northward from an overlook on Highway 1-70 at location 
(D-22-9)33bba, on west side of San Rafael Swell. 
Figure 9.--Parts of gamma-ray and drilling-time logs and drill-cutting 
description for test hole NSRT -1, (D-20-10)6bdd-1. 
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The permeabil:i:y of the Navajo Sandstone in the northern San Rafael 
Swell area ranges fl'Olll very low to moderate, but locally it may be high. 
Measured !. for outcrop and core saJl1l1es range from 0.00371 to 5.1 feet per day (0.001 to 1.6 mId). (See table 3.) Transmissivities derived from low-
discharge, short-term aquifer tests (table 4) at the only wells in the area 
a~aflable for testing ranged from 27 to 642 feet squared per day (2.5 to 60.1 
II /d). Values of K calculated fl'Olll these values for T and thickness of the 
sandstone at the respective wells were in the range for K cited abov'!; this 
supports the conclusions of Johnson and Greenkorn (1960, that there can be 
quantitative agreement of formation coefficients derived from core analyses 
and discharging well tests. 
The storage coefficient2 (~ of the Navajo Sandstone could not be 
determined using the available data in the northern San Rafael Swell area. 
Because of the regional hydrologic similarity of the formation, it is assumed 
that the generalized value of 0.001 for S used by Hood and Danielson (1979, p. 
32) also applies to the Navajo in the northern San Rafael Swell area. 
Hood and Danielson (1979, p. 34) also estimated the specific yield3 of 
the Navajo Sandstone to be between 5 and 10 percent. This range is about the 
same as that measured in the bottolllS of shallow core holes where sofl moisture 
was measured with a neutron probe (pl. 4). In the bottoms of the core holes, 
the sandstone is drained but is least affected by near-surface evaporation or 
recharge. The (Boyles Law) porosity of the Navajo ranged from 3.6 to 26.B 
percent (table 3); the average is 17.7 percent, and 50 percent of the average 
is about 9 percent; which indicates that the range also agrees with the report 
lly Engineering Research Associates (1953) that the sandstone was 50 percent 
saturated. -
lTransmissivity (T) is the rate at which water is transmitted through a 
unit width of the aquifer under a un)t hydraulic gradient. The units for T 
are cubic fr,t per day per foot [(ft /d)/ft 1, which reduces to feet squareD 
per day (ft /d). The term transllissivity replaces the term coefficient of 
transmissibility, which was formerly used by the U.S. Geological Survey and 
which was reported units of gallons per day per foot. To convert a value for 
coefficient of transmissibility to the equivalent value of transmissivity, 
divide by 7.48; to convert froll transmissivity to coefficient of trans-
missibility, multiply by 7.48. 
2The storage coefficient (~ of an aquifer is the volume of water it 
releases from or takes lnto storage per unit surface area of the aquifer per 
unit change in head. ~ is a dimensionless number. Under confined conditions, 
~ is typically small, generally between 0.00001 and 0.001. Under unconfined 
conditions, ~ is much larger typically from 0.05 to 0.30. 
3Specific yield of a rock or soil is the ratio of the volume of water it 
will yield by gravity after being saturated, to the volume of the rock or 
soil. 
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Structure and other factors that affect hydro 1O!!.Y 
Faulting and folding are the principal recognizable factors that alter 
the permeability of consolidated rocks in the northern San Rafael Swell area. 
Secondary factors include the removal of gypSUil and 111111!stone by solution. 
The principal structural feature that distorts the rocks is the large 
anticlinal fold that cOll1lrises the San Rafael Swell. The swell developed 
mainly as a result of horizontal compression frOll the west (Kelley, 1955, fi9· 
10). The axis of the swell is gently arced, being convex to the east (pl. 5). 
The fold is asynmetric; rock aiong the east flank (fig. 10) dips IIIOSt steeply; 
the Navajo Sandstone attains a maximum dip of about 850 in T. 23 S., R. 13 E. 
In that area, the Moenkopi Formation and probably older sedillll!ntary rocks are 
overturned (Hawley and others, 1968, pl. 2) and may be thrust-faulted at 
depth. The dip of the Navajo decreases both northward and southward. Dips 
westward from the swell are gentler. Associated with the larger fold are 
several lesser structures such as the Woodside Dome at the northeast side of 
the swell and the anticline that underlies the town of Green River (pl. 5). 
The effect of the folding of the Navajo Sandstone and other aquifers is 
twofold, fracturing and jointing of the cOll1letent beds (fig. 11) by flexing 
and shattering of those beds by associated faulting. Both of these effects 
can create greater permeability or reduce the original perllll!ability. Any 
residual open fractures greatly enhance permeability. Craft and Hawkins 
(1959, p. 283) state that the permeability of lan open fracture only 0.001 inch 
(0.0254 mn) wide is 54,000 millidarcies (mel) , or 132 feet per day (40 m/d), 
about 26 times greater than the maxinun hydraulic conductivity of the Navajo 
given in table 3. Many observed joints in the Navajo Sandstone, however, were 
fflled with ill1lermeable material. Near (D-21-9)15dda, the site of rock saJl1l1e 
UTSR-29, a vertical fracture in the Navajo was about 6 inches (15 em) wide and 
cOll1l1etely filled with coarsely crystalline gypsum. Near (D-20-13)15daa, a 
vertical fracture about 0.5 inch (1.3 cm) wide was cOll1l1etely -filled with iron 
oxide. 
lpermeability determinations by oil-industry service co~anies are 
reported ill millidarcies (or 0.001 Darcy). The Darcy has the dlmensions of 
0.987 x 10-ll square centimeters (at 200 C). For cOll1larision with other results 
in this report, values in millidarcies were converted as follows: 
Hydraulic conductivity (at 600 F) = 2.439 x millidarcies/l,OOO 
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Figure 10.--0ips of formations. The San Rafael Swell is asymmetric, with 
steep dips on the east side and gentler dips to the west. Structural 
distortion on the east side results in greater recharge per unit area 
but steep dips r~duce area of intake. 
A. View, looking southward along east side of San Rafael Swell from 
location (0-22-14)7bb, showing steep dip of Navajo Sandstone (N) 
and flatirons of overlying Carmel Formation (C). Dip increases 
southward to nearly vertical. 
B. View, looking eastward from location (0-21-9)lSabd, . into Coal Wash 
on west side of the swell. Carmel Formation and Navajo Sandstone 
dip about 40 toward viewer. Dry wash is typical of most drainage 
channe 1 sin the swe 11. The sandstone here probab ly is on ly part ly 
saturated and can receive recharge during infrequent runoff. 
Figure 11.--View downward to bottom of Black Dragon Canyon from location (0-
21-13)34cad, showing potholes (arrows) in strongly jointed, weathered 
Coconino Sandstone. Susceptibility of the sandstone to recharge (and 
similarly, the Navajo Sandstone) is diminished by the accumulation of 
silt and mud in the potholes and in joints. The pools of water may 
persist for days or weeks after rain or snowmelt. 
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The .,st Significant find with regard to fracture filling was at (0-22-
13)3Sbdc, the site of rock sample UTSR-8 (table 13) and test hole NSRT-S. 
There several large, high-angle open fractures are superimposed on a dense 
network of thin silica-filled joints that parallel the strike of the 
forution. (See description of sample UTSR-8, table 13.) FrOll this 
occurrence, it can be inferred that the fleltin9 of the Navajo Sandstone 
proceeded in stages, and that fully refilling the fractures has led to a 
decrease in sandstone permeability. 
Faulting in the study area takes two basic forms, nearly vertical faults 
with virtually straight traces and low-angle thrust faults such as in T. 15 
S., R. 11 E., near Wellington (pl. 2). Commonly, faulting is thought to 
result in decreased transmissivity by moving permeable beds against less 
permeable beds; this condition may occur at some faults in the area. However, 
much faulting in the area is the result of adjustment to the horizontal stress 
that created the swell; as such, some of the vertical faults are tension 
faults that may be open enough to allow appreciable leaklge of water and 
petroleum (lupton, 1912, p. 117-120; Rigby and Bauer, 1972). Even thrust 
faults that appear largely intraformational, such as depicted by Peterson 
(19S4, fig. 2), and in figure 6B create paths for movement of water within the 
formation. 
Permeability is lower in rocks in which porosity has decreased 
(Bredehoeft, 1964, fig. 1). Porosity and permeability data in table 3 show 
that the loading of core samples to simulate increased overburden pressure 
results in a 6-percent decrease in porosity, but a 2O-percent or more decrease 
in permeability, with a sevenfold increase in pressure. Thus, the 
permeability of the Navajo Sandstone in the Book Cliffs, beneath 7,000 to 
9,000 feet (2,130 to 2,740 m) of overburden, is significantly lower than the 
permeability of the sandstone where it crops out in the swell. In like 
manner, the persistence of fractures is reduced with depth of burial (Nelson 
and Handin, 1977). 
A given rock is more permeable to saline water than to fresh water. 
(For eltample, see Frick, 1962, table 23-5.) Thus, the saline water that 
commonly is associated with deeply buried formations partly offsets the effect 
of deep burial on the permeability. Moreover, the difference in permeability 
between a confined aquifer and the confining bed is somewhat reduced where the 
aquifer carries saline water; this probably occurs in the northern San Rafael 
Swell area. 
Solution of rock materials also has significant effect on the 
permeability of certain geologic formations. Solution of gypsum results in 
partial collapse of the beds in the Carmel Formation and overlying formations 
and creep of the beds, as at (0-20-10)6bdd-1, the site of test hole NSRT-1. 
Solution of limestone and dolomite leads to cavernous, permeable zones in 
formations such as the Mississippian rocks; those rocks, where tested for 
petroleum, yielded much water to many of the petroleum-test wells (table 11). 
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In some instances large amounts of mill fiber or other IHterials have to 
be placed in wells during drilling to plug solution cavities and maintain 
circulation of the drilling fluid. An extreme eXaJq)le is well (D-23-11)22ccc-
111 w.ich was drilled to a depth of 2,285 feet (696 m) in 1936. The driller's 
record shows that Significantly IIIIre plugging material was put into the hole 
than was drilled out of it; the hole was 2,270 feet (692 m) deep when measured 
in 1979 during the study. 
Cavernous zones in limestone lIIainly are due to solution of the limestone 
by circulating recharge water that is laden with carbon dioxide from near-
surface sources such as decaying organic material in soils. Active solution 
from that source probably does not reach depths of more than a few hundred 
feet. The sinkhole in (D-22-12)lObbb (pl. 1) is being actively stoped in 
lilllestone and siltstone of the base of the Moenkopi Formation; the fornation 
overlies the Kaibab limestone, and solution of limestone in both formations is 
due to solution by recharge water. limestone solution does occur at 
relatively great depths, and the rate of solution is accelerated if the pH of 
the water is lowered by the presence of hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide. 
These two gasses mainly are the products of sulfate reduction associated with 
hydrocarbon oxidation; in solution they produce weak acids. In the San Rafael 
Swell, hydrogen sulfide seems IIIIst prevalent in the Moenkopi Formation, but 
carbon dioxide is present in several formations from rocks of Mississippian 
age upward to the Curtis Formation (tables 9 and 11); several test wells 
produced carbon dioxide at rates of several million cubic feet per day. This 
continuous supply of the gas when migrating throu9h limestone of the several 
formations aids in self-accelerating development of cavernous zones. Locally, 
thf! process probably leads to subsidence and collapse features such as that 




lIater available to the northern San Rafae.l ·Swell area is derived frOll 
precipitation on the area and surface-water inflow, in the Price and San Rafael 
Rivers. The voluae of ground water in storage is many times greater than the 
estimated average annual recharge. Discharge fl'Olll the area lHinly is by 
evapotranspiration, but also by surface-water outflow in the Green River and 
by ground-water outflow. The gross aIIIOunts of inflow and outflow are listed 
in table 5. 
PreCipitation 
Most of the northern San Rafael Swell area is arid because of the area's 
position with respect to adjacent higher lands and because of its relatively 
low relief. Average annual precipitation (pl. 1) ranges from slightly less 
than 6 inches (150 IlIA) to slightly more than 12 irches (300 IlIA). Average 
IIIOnthly precipitation (pl. 1) is least in winter and greatest in SUlllRer and 
fall. Precipitation in winter is less because winter storms move downslope 
from the west where they · have released most of their moisture in high 
mountains. In SUlllRer, the prevailing flow of air is froll! the south, and 
upslOJi~ flow of air toward the western mountains and the Book Cliffs, together 
with erratically distributed thunderstorms, increases the probability of 
precipitation. Nearly all precipitation is consumed within the area. 
The average annual (1931-60) volume of precipit~ion on the study area 
is estimated to be 1.15 million acre-feet (1,420 hm ), as determined from 
planimetry between lines of e~al precipitation on plate 1. The average for 
the 2,BBO-square-mile (7,460-km ) area is 7.4 inches (IBB nm). 
Surface water 
The northern San Rafael Swell area is drained by the Green River and two 
of its tributaries, the Price and San Rafael Rivers (pl. 1). Both tributaries 
head in mountains west and north of the study area . The Green River, upstream 
from gaging station 09315000 at 2Green River, Utah, has a drainage area of 
44,850 square miles (116,200 km). The Price River, upstream from ~aging 
st~tion 09314500 at Woodside, has a drainage area of 1,540 square miles (3,990 
km ), and the San Rafael River, upstream from gaging station 093~00 near 
Green River, has a drainage area of 1,628 square miles (4,217 km). The 
combined average annual ~ischarge at the two tributary gaging stations is 
17Z,400 zcre-feet (220 hm ), or 3.9 percent of the 4,568,000 acre-feet (5,630 
hmJ) at Green River. (See U.S. Geological Survey, 1978, for periods of 
record.) Most other strealllS in the study area are ephemerci 1; however, some 
may have perennial flow for short distances from springs such as Cottonwood 
lIash downstream from spring (D-20-13)15dad-S1. Monthly mean discharge at 
seven gaging stations is illustrated on plate 1 and listed in table 7. 
Detailed records and statistical data are given by the U.S. Geological Survey 
(1954, 1964, 1970, 1973, 1971-79). Additional discussion of drainage area, 
discharge at miscellaneous yaging sites, and effects of geology on surface-
water quality is given by Mundorff (1972) and Mundorff and ThoqIson (1980). 
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The Green River at Green Riyer, although it includes the discharge of 
the Price Riyer, derives nearly all its water from northeastern Utah and 
adjacent parts of WytJllling and Colorado. Thus, flow of the Green RiYer is 
little affected by hydrologic changes in the northern San Rafael Swell area. 
The river contributes little to ground water in the study area, except where 
water frOll the river is distributed by canal for irrigation on alluyiUIII near 
the town of Green Riyer. The Green RiYer is the discharge area for nuch of 
the surface-water and residual ground-water outflow from the northern San 
Rafael Swell area. 
The Price and San Rafael RiYers derive most of their flows from 
freshwater sources in mountains west and north of the swell. During much of 
the year, their flows are entirely diverted for irrigation of long-established 
farllllands extending from Price southwestward through Castle Valley. As a 
result, their flows through the slrll!ll consist lIIainly of irrigation-return flow 
that is slightly to lIOderately . saline. As early as 1924, during his 
fieldwork, Gilluly (1929, p. 76) noted that 
"the water of both San Rafael and Muddy Riyers is sometimes so 
concentrated that even stock will not drink it, but this happens 
only during the hottest and driest periods." 
The degradation of surface-water quallty results not only from upstreaJII 
irrigation, but also the flow of water oyer rocks of Late Cretaceous age and 
the effects of evapotranspiration along the stream channels (Thomas, 1952, p. 
24). 
The losses from evapotranspiration, though not quantified, I1I.Ist be large 
especially during the hot part of the year. The canyon of the San Rafael 
Riyer, near the east side of the swell is 800 feet (245 m) deep; air 
teqJeratures there often exceed l000 F (38oC) or more on sunny sllllller 
afternoons. High air teqleratures together with low relative humidity cause 
high rates of evaporation, especially at low stages of the streaJllS. Likewise, 
discharge frOID phreatophytic growth at stream edges and on flood plains (fig. 
28) even in deep canyons probably induces recharge to the alluvium frOlll the 
rivers, thus further depleting the flow and increasing the salinity. 
On the whole, there is little net gain to the streams that transect the 
San Rafael Swell except during infrequent heavy thunderstorllS and rare years 
of thick snow coyer in the swell. There is little inflow of ground water even 
though the Price and San Rafael Rivers cut into several of the aquifers listed 
in table 1 and shown on plate 2. Conversely, the rivers seem to lose water at 
times (table 6), even during the cold months of winter as indicated in table 
7. The average midwinter gain across the s~ll for either of the main streams 
is less than 2 cubic feet per second (0.06 m /s). The indicated losses cannot 
be explained without extensive seepage studies. It seems i~robable that the 
midwinter decreases are due to irrigation diverSions or instream evaporation 
between the stations, nor can it be probable that the streams lose water to 
the aquifers they transect. 
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Ground water 
Ground water in the northern San Rafael Swell area is derived frOlll 
precipitation on the area and frOlll consequent flow in upland tributaries to 
the Price and San Rafael Riyers, llainly during winter. ItH:h of the ground 
water is discharged locally within the area. Water can lIOye fOIl one <lquifer 
to another; however, residual recharge water moves mainly to the principal 
drainage channels which are the .,st deeply incised into the aquifers. A 
small iIIIOIInt of ground water flows out of the area and into the lower Dirty 
Deyil RiYer baSin, and a part ultimately reaches the Green RiYer. 
Recharge 
Ground-water recharge in the study area is from precipitation on the 
area; this includes seepage from upland tributary flow resulting from the 
precipitation. No ground-water inflow is inferred to occur in the post-
Paleozoic rocks. The principal streams, the Price and San Rafael Riyers, are 
ground-water discharge points, rather than sources of recharge, other than to 
stream-channel alluviUIII. 
The gross annual volume of recharge fro. precipitation in the north~rn 
San Rafael Swell area is estimated to be about 10,000 acre-feet (12 hrIr'). 
This is only about 1 percent of the total annual yol~ of precipitation on 
the area. The estimate was made by coqlaring the potential for infiltration 
of precipitation in the northern San Rafael Swell area with that in the 
adjacent lower Dirty DeYil Riyer basin (Hood and Danielson, 1981). The 
potential in the lower Dirty Deyil River basin, where an estimated 2 percent 
of the annual precipitation goes to ground-water recharge, is greater than in 
the northern San Rafael Swell area. Where precipitation is greatest, the most 
recharge occurs in the unconsolidated rocks, but unlike the lower Dirty Deyil 
River area, outcrops of such (pl. 2) are small and widely scattered in the 
northern San Rafael Swell area. The most permeable of the bedrock aquifers 
permit very low rates of recharge and the volume of recharge depends on 
surface area exposed. More water infiltrates the NaYajo Sandstone than t"e 
Wingate Sandstone because the latter is exposed mainly in vertical cliffs that 
in most parts of the study area are capped with rellllants of the Kayenta 
Formation which has a lower permeability. 
Recharge to the bedrock aquifers occurs during prolor,ged wet surface 
conditions, which llmits recharge mainly to periods of winter precipitation 
and snowmelt, when evaporation from the surface is at a minilllUlll. Vertical 
hydraulic conductivities of the three major sandstone aquifers range from 
0.0095 to 1.5 feet per day (0.0029 to 0.5 m/d) (table 3); this is 0.005 to 
0.75 inch per hour (0.13 to 19 lII1I/hr). Short-term storms, such as sumner 
thunderstorms, contribute llttle to recharge. For ex~le, an intense storm 
may drop more than 1 inch (25 l1l1I) of rain in 15 minutes, only to have most run 
off because of the · low permeabil ity of the bedrock. The chance for 
infiltration is lessened by the steep slopes cOlll1lOn to much of the bedrock 
area that cause rapid runoff. Subsequent to such short storms, the water that 
does penetrate the bedrock returns to the surface due to capillary action and 
the water is evaporated. 
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Changes in moisture as a percentage by volume of the rock f or November 
1979-October 1980, measured in three holes in the Navajo Sandstone and two in 
the Coconino SaI1dstone are shown on plate 4. In general, the percentage of 
moisture content begins increasing in the shallowest part of each hole during 
late fall, reaches a peak during midwinter, . and then decreases until about 
August. For each successively deeper level, the peaking of moisture content 
occurs later than that at the surface, thus indicating a wave of moisture 
dra ining downward. In the deepest parts of the ho les, least affected by 
surface conditions, the range of mnisture change is about 1 to 4 percent. 
Note the abrupt teqlorary rise at site UTSR-22 where a s_ storm added 
moisture to the shallowest zone; the moisture did not penetrate deeper than 
about 0.25 foot (7.6 em). 
The Navajo Sandstone probably receives more of the ground-water recharge 
than any other bedrock aquifer in the study area. The estimated direct 
rl!liharge to the sandstone aquifer in the study area is 3,000 acre-feet 3(3.7 hr) per year or an average rate of 4.1 cubic feet per second (0.12 m /s). 
This figure does not include possible recharge by interformational leakage; it 
does include recharge directly from precipitation on the sandstone outcrop 
throughout the study area and recharge from flow, in upland drainage channels 
(pl. 1). The figure of 3,000 acre-feet (3.7 hnr'j is based on the amount of 
water needed--3 . 7 cubic feet per second (0.10 m Is) or 2,680 acre-feet (3.3 
tmr') per year--as input to the digital-computer model to achieve best fit for 
the sandstone aquifer system. 
The estimated annual amount of recharge to the Navajo Sandstone, 3,000 
acre-feet (3.7 h.r) compares favorably with the observed change (pl. 4) in 
moisture content. The addition of moisture, as a percentage by volume, can be 
visualized as a depth of water; in a cubic foot of the sandstone, the 1 to 4 
percent added moisture cited above would amount to a depth of 0.01 to 0.04 
foot (3.0 to 12.2 mm) of water. If the estimated annual recharge, 3,000 acre-
feet (3.7 harS), is divided bl the area of outcrop of the Navajo .Sandstone, 
about 93,000 acres (37,637 hm'), the result is 0.03 foot, or 0.36 lnch (9 mm) 
--within the range of moisture change described above. 
Occurrence and movement 
Ground water in the northern San Rafael Swell area occurs under 
confined perched and unconfined conditions; each of these conditions occurs 
in sever;l areas.' Most water in the unconsolidated deposits is unconfined. In 
severa 1 areas one or more of the major sandstone aquifers are part ly or 
completely dra'ined. Water in the consolidated rocks is unconfined in and near 
outcrops around the perimeter of the swell and where the rocks are dissected 
by canyons near the Green River. Downgradient from outcrop areas, the water 
level intersects the bottoms of overlying confining beds, and beyond, the 
water becomes confined. 
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Confined conditions Illinly occur off the flanks of the swell where the 
Illjor aquifers are buried. Locally in these areas confining artesian 
pressures are great enough to raise water levels in wells higher than the land 
surface. For exuple, the water level in the Navajo Sandstone at test hole 
(D-23-14)25bca-1 (table 9) was lOS feet (32 II) higher than the land surface. 
The condition is representative of a broad area from the east side of the 
swell to the Green River. More deeply buried aquifers probably have greater 
pressure, as at well (0-23-16)15dca-1 (table 11). 
Water in several aquifers differs in occurrence at any given site due to 
differences in recharge and permeability. For example, the Navajo Sandstone 
is only partly saturated near the Green River because of its higher 
permeability relative to the Carmel Formation. In the s_ general area, 
water in the overlying Carmel Fonnation and Entrada Sandstone is perched. 
These formations yield water to springs such as (D-24-16)27cbb-S1 (table 10). 
Perched conditions also occur in other formations in the study area. On 
Cedar Mountain, for example, recharge to the Salt Wash Sandstone Member of the 
Morrison Formation occurs during the spring and discharge to spr i ngs and seeps 
on the east face of the mountain occurs during early sunmer; this probably 
explains why well (0-17-11)27ccd-1 was dry (table g). Other examples of 
perched conditions are at spring (0-20-9)35ccd-S1 (table 10), well (0-19-
13)21cbd-1 (table 9), and well (D-22-11)23bdc-1 (table 11). 
Ground water moves downgradient from recharge areas to discharge areas 
along paths of greatest transmissiVity. The direction of movement generally 
is depicted by maps of the potentiometric surface. For most of the 
fOl'Jllations listed in table I, there are insufficient data to construct 
potentiometric-surface or ground-water level maps. The study area, however, 
is part of the regional-study area described by Hanshaw and Hill (1969, p. 
267 -280) who used petro leum-test data to show the gross features of the 
potentiometric surfaces in Paleozoic aquifers. The maps they constructed 
(Hanshaw and Hill, 1969, figs. 2 and 6-8) indicate that ground water in the 
PaleoZOic rocks west of the Green River moves from areas north and northwest 
of the San Rafael Swell southward past the swell. 
Of the younger aquifers, a potentiometric-surface map is provided only 
for the Navajo Sandstone as shown on plate 6 of this report. It can be 
ass..ne<t that the potentiometric surface for the Win9ate Sandstone is similar 
because the two formations share common areas of general outcrop and similar 
lithology and structural distortion. 
The potentiometriC surface for the Navajo Sandstone (pI. 6) shows that 
ground water moves from the outcrop area of the sandstone, around the swell, 
away from the swell. On the west side of the swell, ground water moves from 
the area of maxilllllll preCipitation around San Rafael Knob (pI. 1) westward and 
thence both southward into the lower Dirty Devil River basin area and north-
northeastward. In moving northeastward, the ground water is augmented by a 
little recharge along the swell; a part of the water is discharged to the San 
Rafael River. Most water in the sandstone at the north end of the swell moves 
around a high, dry area of the sandstone and thence southeastward toward the 
Green River. 
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On the east side of the swell, a ground-water divide exists near the 
surface divide southeast of Temple Mountain. In this southeastern area, water 
in the sandstone moves northeastward toward the confl uence of the Green and 
San Rafael Rivers. Some water Is Intercepted by discharge rOints near the 
faults that intersect Cottonwood Springs, (D-24-14)32adb-S1 table 10). In 
the highlands near Keg Knoll, a very small amount of recharge moves through 
the lower part of the westward-dipping sandstone (pl. 6) and thence northward 
toward the San Rafe 1 River. 
The p'Jtentiometric contours on plate 6 are based both on the sparse 
control shown and on the results of digital-computer modeling; contours are 
fitted to the existing data, but the direction and spacing of the contours are 
guided by the modeling results. A basic assunption that affects the direction 
of contours in the northern part of the study area is that no water enters the 
area from the north ar.d northwest. This assunption is based on the relatively 
great depth of burial (pl. 7) and, therefore, the greatly reduced permeability 
of the sandstone, and the relative lack of outcrops of the Navajo Sandstone 
(Stokes, 1964; logs and other data in Hood, Mundorff, and Price, 1975) in 
those direct ions. ' 
Fragmentary water-level data, indicated by both wells and springs, for 
aquifers younger than the Navajo Sandstone show that water movement in them is 
largely from their local outcrops to the nearest lower drainage that is cut 
into them. However, where the younger aquifers are deeply buried, the 
direction of movement probably is much the same as for the Navajo Sandstone. 
Storage 
Estimates of ground-water storage are made on ly for the Navajo and 
Wingate Sandstones and for the Coconino Sandstone (incuding its lateral facies 
equivalents). The estimate for the Navajo Sandstone probably has the best 
accuracy owing to the greater effort spent on data acquisition for that 
formation. Estimates are based on data in tables I, 3, and 11, and on plate 
3. The estimates for all three aquifers are as follows: 
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The three ljandstone aquifers, thus, contain about 160 lIillion acre-feet 
(197,300 tw» of water that could be recovered if the aquifers could be 
coqlletely drained. 'rills figure Is an upper limit to development of the 
aquifers because cOlIIPlete drainage could never be achieved. 
The vo lillie of water stored in other aquifers 1 n the study area cannot be 
estimated from the available data. It is probable that the total volume does 
not exceed that stored in the Navajo, Wingate, and Coconino Sandstones. 
The ground-water system In the northern San Rafael Swell area Is almost 
unaffected by development. There may be sOlIe lnterformatlonal movement of 
ground water through uncased wells such as (D-25-14)26dba-l (table 9), but 
this does not change the total volume of water stored in the bedrock. Wells 
completed in bedrock aquifers yield small quantities of water for a few widely 
scattered stock and mine-supply systems; several of these wells yield water 
from the Navajo Sandstone. They include such low-yield stock wells, as well 
(D-24-15)6caa-1S (table 9), that have been left flowing for years. Total 
annual withdrawal from such wells, however. is small. For example, withdrawal 
from the entire ground-water system jn the bedrock aquifer system probably did 
not exceed 200 acre-feet (0.25 hm ) during 1980. For practical purposes, 
therefore, the withdrawal · did not change the volume of ground water in 
storage. 
Water-level changes in wells in the study area are due to small natural 
changes in storage. Fluctuations of water levels in six observation wells in 
the northern San Rafael Swell area during parts of 1979 and 1980 are shown in 
figure 12, together with brief explanations of well conditions and the causes 
of fluctuations. (See also figure 13 for fluctuation of water level in a 
natural discharge area.) 
Discharge 
Annual ground-water discharge in the northern San Rafael Swell area 
eqyals the estimated ground-water recharge for that area--lO,ooo acre-feet (12 
hnr'). or less. The discharge consists of discharge to streams. outflow in 
bedrock aquifers, evapotranspiration, and the small amount of well discharge 
noted in the section on storage. None of the means of discharge can be 
precisely quantified for all the aquifers, but evapotranspiration probably is 
the 1 argest • 
Navajo Sandstone aquifer .--Discharge from the Navajo Sandstone occurs 
prinCipally to the surface in the San Rafael River where the river has incised 
the sandstone on both the west and east sides of the swell; lesser amounts of 
discharge occur in the channels of the lower San Rafael and Green Rivers, near 
their cQllfluence. Discharge to the rivers is estimated to be 2,000 acre-feet 
(2.5 hnr') annually or 67 percent of the esti~ated annual recharge to the 
sandstone. An estimated 300 acre-feet (0.4 hm ) per year moves through the 
sandstone from the west side of the swell southward into the drainage area t 
the lower Dirty Devil River. An add tional estimated 300 acre-feet (0.4 hm ) 
moves through the sandstone east-southeastward out of the n~theast side of 
the study area (pl. 5). The remaining 400 acre-feet (0.5 hm ) is discharged 
through springs and seeps and direct evaporation. Much of the spring flow and 
seepage is consumed by evapotranspiration near the point of discharge. 
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Figure 12.--Water levels in observations wells. 
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Other consolidated aquifers.--Discharge of ground water from the other 
consolidated rocks could not Iii! calculated for lack of data. However, some of 
the rocks, both younger and older than the Navajo Sandstone, discharge mainly 
in the study area, particularly where those rocks are strongly dissected; 
where they are deeply buried, they also transllit small quantities of water 
toward the Dirty Devil River basin and the Green River. For exan.,le, see well 
{D-23-16)15dca- l (table 11), wh1ch shows a ground-water level higher than the 
near by Green River. 
Evapotranspiration.--The amount of ground water discharged by 
evapotranspiration was not calculated both because the absolute amount 
probably is small and because the maxinun gross evapotranspiration occurs 
where a mixture of surface water ano an unknown percentage of ground water is 
discharged. 
Both field inspection and false-color satellite imagery show that the 
only dense vegetation in the study area is in irrigated areas near Green 
River, in Castle Valley, west of the San Rafael Swell, and in small tracts 
along the Price and San Rafael Rivers. Other than near the irrigated tracts, 
phreatophytic vegetation grows only as a fringe at stream edge and on the 
lowest terrace where flood inundation occurs during infrequent floods. At 
these locations the phreatophytes obtain most of their water from streamflow 
and stream-channe 1 underflow. 
Elsewhere, widely scattered moist areas and small springs, mostly 
intermittent , are marked by small patches of phreatophytes, such as Temple 
Spring {D-25-13)6aca-Sl or {D-17-12)23aba-Sl (table 10). Small damp areas are 
found throughout the study area, some in deep inaccessible canyon country such 
as that shown in figure 2B. The springs shown on plate 1 are only those found 
in the field or shown on available topographic maps; the springs shown 
probab 1y amount to less than half the actual number. 
Direct evaporation of water from consolidated aquifers occurs at some 
locations in the study area. In Eagle Canyon, at spring {D-22-9)Baca-Sl 
(table 10), wet sandstone in the canyon wall has a thick coating of white 
mineral residue that indicates evaporation. Likewise, water evaporates 
directly from the Navajo Sandstone in Cottonwood Canyon in the vicinity of 
spring {D-20-13)15dad-Sl (table 10). Shallow core hole UTSR-21, {D-20-
13)15daa-l, was drilled nearby on a shelf of sandstone about 3 feet (I m) 
above the streambed. The cliff next to the site was damp several feet above 
the shelf and was covered with mineral efflorescence. When the hole was 
drilled in the summer of 1979, the core was almost saturated yet, the adjacent 
streambed was dry; the head of streamflow was downstream. Later in the water 
year, as the head of streamflow (5 to 10 gal/min , or 0.3 to 0.6 L/s) again 
migrated upstream, water entered the core hole. By May 1980, the water level 
in the hole was near the surface of the shelf above the streambed. (See fig. 
13.) Th is general condition occurs at several areas around the swell. 
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figure 13.--Water level in ·shallow core hole (D-20-13)15daa-1. Core hole is 
on left (north) bank of Cottonwood Wash where the wash cuts through the 
Navajo Sandstone on east side of the San Rafael Swell. Sandstone is 
almost saturated most of the year and discharges ground water by 
evaporation. During late fall and winter, evaporation almost ceases and 
water level rises nearly to land surface. 
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Chemica 1 quality of ground water 
The chemical quality of ground water in the northern San Rafael Swell 
area ranges from fresh to briny. Chemical analyses of water samples from 
formations that range from Mississippian to Holocene in age are listed 1n 
table 14. Supplemental data for the southern part of the area shown on plate 
1 are in Hood and Danielson (1981," table 13). Brief descriptions of the 
chemical characteristics of water from the formations are in table 1. 
The dissolved-solids concentrdion of ground water is controlled by a 
number of factors, including the depth of burial of the aquifer, the distance 
of the water source from the recharge area, the permeability of the rocks, and 
the amount of easily dissolved minerals in the rocks. Thus, springs or wells 
such as (D-22-14)6bbc-S1 and (D-19-13)21cbd-1 yield wate, ' with low dissolved-
solids concentrations. This is because they discharge from shallow rocks in 
or near recharge areas that have been leached and contain mostly minerals of 
low solubility; conversely, some petroleum-test wells such as (D-15-10)26aaa-1 
and (D-22-16)2bba-1, that penetrate deeply buried aquifers, produce brine or 
very saline water because of slow circulation over long distances from 
recharge areas, or because the formation contains much easily dissolved 
mineral such as halite (rock salt). 
The Navajo Sandstone contains mostly water that ranges from fresh to 
moderately saline. Very saline water was obtained from one well that was 
converted from a petroleum-test hole; the water is of the sodium sulfate type 
(not characteristic of the Navajo) and may represent leakage into the well 
from another formation. 
Most water in the Navajo Sandstone is fresh to moderately saline. The 
freshest water in the Navajo is of the calcium magnesium bicarbonate type. 
Locally magnesium is the predominant cation. Most samples from the sandstone, 
however, were mixed waters of the calcium magnesium sulfate chloride type, 
which indicates that water of the calcium bicarbonate type in the Navajo is 
mixed with water of the calcium sulfate chloride type from interformational 
leakage. In such areas as the San Rafael Desert, east of the swell, such 
leakage must come from below the Navajo, because of the relatively high 
artesian pressures there. Around the flanks of the swell, however, the source 
of calcium sulfate is gypsum in the overlying Carmel formation; water in the 
Carmel leaks down into the Navajo. 
Analyses for two water samples (table 14) are moderately saline water of 
the calcium bicarbonate and calcium magnesium bicarbonate Chloride types. At 
the dissolved-solids concentrations found in samples from wells (0-15-
11)12cda-1 and (D-18-14)9dca-1, bicarbonate as the dominant anion is due to 
the occurrence of carbon dioxide under pressure in the formation. (See tables 
9 and 11.) 
The analyses in table 14 indicate that the Navajo Sandstone contains 
water useful for stock and irrigation and, in parts of the ar~a, for domestic 
purposes within a few miles of the aquifer outcrop both east and west of the 
swell and in most of the San Rafael Desert, south of Green River. 
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EFFECTS OF LARGE-StAlE WITHDAAWAL OF GROUND WATER 
Potential annual water requirements in the northern San Rafael Swell 
area, over the curf,ently (1980) granted water rights, range from perhaps 5,000 
acre-feet (6.2 filii ) for small industry oS coal-fired power generation plants 
to as RICh as ZOO,OOO acre-feet (250 hm ) for a proposed nuclear powerplant 
near Green River. For the latter amount, it is expected that ground water 
would be used conjunctively with a part of Utah's allocation of water in the 
Upper Colorado River Basin. 
Well yields and drawdown 
This study shows that aquifers, the Nava:i.f Sandstone in particular, can 
supply 5,000 to ZD,OOO acre-feet (6.6 to 25 hm ) of ground water for periods 
of 30 years'30r more. " However, the aquifers alone cannot supply 200,000 acre-
feet (250 hm ) per year. 
The potential yield to wells in the Navajo is dependent 011 the hydraulic 
conductivity and thickness of the sandstone, and on well diameter. The effect 
of "hydraulic conductivity arid thickness, for an assumed storage coefficient of 
0.001, are shown in the following table : 
Assumed Assumed DrawdOMt, In foet, at distance of 
Aquifer hydrlulic Trans- well Yean of 10 100 1.000 10,000 50,000 
thickness conductivity missivity discharge pumping foot feet feet foet foet feet 
(foet) (ft/d) (ft'/d) (goI/min) 
200 0.2 40 450 
1.0 200 450 
500 .2 100 900 


















3,370 2,580 1,790 996 232 
3,490 2,700 1,900 1,110 338 
3,560 2,770 1,980 1,180 403 
3,610 2.B20 2,030 1.230 450 
729 571 413 252 97 
753 595 437 278 121 
767 609 451 292 134 
777 619 460 302 144 
2,820 2,190 1,560 923 299 
2,920 2,280 1,650 1,020 389 
2,970 2,340 1,710 1,070 443 
3,010 2.380 1,750 1,110 482 
609 482 355 228 102 
628 501 374 248 121 
639 512 386 259 132 

















The table shows that it is unrealistic to expect large sustained well yields 
where the aquifer is thin, as northeast of the San Rafael Swll (pl. 3); it is 
also unrealistic to expect large yields where the hydraulic conductivity is 
low, as is the case where the forution is deeply buried. Digital-computer 
lIIOde11ng of the aquifer shows that increasing the well di_ter fl"Oll 10 to 18 
inches (25 to 46 ell) will decrease long-terll drawdown in the pU11lped well by 
about 10 percent. 
The si...,11stic calculations given in the table above do not take into 
account the effects of discharge points along rivers, boundaries such as the 
outcrop of the Navajo Sandstone around the San Rafael Swll, or variations in 
T due to both changes in K and the varying thickness of the sandstone. For 
this reason, the Navajo was modeled. 
The model representing 4,640 square miles (12,020 km2) was constructed 
using the methods of Trescott, Pinder, and Larson (1976). Si...,11fying 
assu...,tions included the use of uniform values for storage coefficient and 
specific yield and the restriction of the model to those parts of the aquifers 
where the Navajo Sandstone is fully saturated or nearly so. It also was 
assumed that the Navajo does not leak to or receive leakage frOll the bounding 
formations. Hydraulic conductivity was estimated from the permeability rock 
specimens, aquifer tests, and reported data from petroleum tests, and it was 
graduated across the area modeled according to the depth of burial of the 
aquifer. Several sets of assumed values were tested, and the effects of 
discharging wells and well diameter were tested for assumed periods of as much 
as 30 years. Few data are available and time for model development was 
limited, but the model is considered to be a reasonable representation of the 
hydrologic system. The model could not be calibrated because of a lack of 
water-level data both areally and with time. However, the model wa~ useful in 
guiding the analysis of the aquifer by other methods, and it was useful as a 
general guide to delimit the rates and significant areas of recharge and 
discharge and to evaluate the general effect of well discharge on the stream 
system. 
The modeling of the sandstone aquifer shows that: (I) A well northeast 
of the San Rafael Swell in the study area will have drawdown about 1,000 feet 
{305 m~ when pumped continuously at 1 cubic foot per second (449 gal/min, or 
0.28 m Is) up to 30 years; (2) A well west o~ the swell could be pumped at 2 
cubic feet per second (9OO gal/min, or 0.6 m /s), but large drawdown would 
occur after a year or more of continuous pumping; (3) To achieve a given yield 
multiwell arrays with well spacings of 1 mile (1.6 km) or more are preferable 
(despite locally high artesian pressures, the relatively low T of the Navajo 
Sandstone restricts the spread of the cone of depression due to pumping); (4) 
Pumping near the San Rafael River would reverse discharge of the sandstone 
aquifer to the river only if the sandstone were completely dewatered at its 
outcrop on the river; and (5) The discharge of the Green River, which is less 
than 1 cubic foot per second (0.02832 m Is) would be little affected by 30 
years of pumping at about 2 cubic feet per second (0.05664 m /s), if the 
withdrawal is made m.Jre than 10 miles (16 km) from the river. 
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The effects of pumping on the rates of interformational leakage cannot 
be assessed using the available data, although it recognized some leakage must 
occur. Whatever ..aunt occurs as a result of lowering water levels in the 
Navajo Sandstone would offset a part of the amount removed from storage in the 
sandstone. The ..:1st iqlOrtant effect would be a degradation of ground-water 
quality in the sandstone aquifer; some leakage occurs naturally, as can be 
seen froll the chemical characteristics of saJl1l1es from the Navajo. Enhanced 
leakage would increase the naturally occurring degradation. likewise, induced 
saline-water infiltration from the San Rafael River would degrade the chemical 
quality of water in the aquifer. 
FrOil the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that large-scale 
development of the Navajo Sandstone in the study area is only marginally 
feasible; the feasibility should be based on the cost of widely spaced, 
relatively low-yield wells and the attendant gathering and storage system. 
Moreover, the natural discharge from the sandstone aquifer would be little 
affected by pumping unless a large number of wells were installed close to the 
discharge areas--again, marginally feasible. Th~s for example, nearly all the 
annual withdrawal of 20,000 acre-feet (25 hm) per year WQuld come fr~ 
storage. It should be noted that a withdrawal of 20,000 acrJ!-feet (25 hm ) 
per yeilr for 30 years amounts to 600,000 acre-feet (740 hnr') or about 1.4 
percent of the ground water stored in the Navajo Sandstone in the study area. 
Effect on flow of the Colorado River 
The effects of pumping ground water in the northern San Rafael Swell 
area would have a negligible effect on the flow of the Green River, a 
princip&l tributary of the Colorado River. Because of the small exposure of 
the Navajo Sandstone to the river, direct diversion from the river, by 
infiltration in~ the outcrop probably would be less than 1 cubic foot per 
second (0.028 m Is). The principal effect would be diversion o~ wat-:r from 
the tributaries which discharge to the Green River. Even if pumplng dwert§d 
all the estimated natural ground-water recharge of 10,000 acre-feet (12 hm ) 
and induced an equal amount, the resultant diversion would amount to 25 cubic 
feet per second (0.71 m"'/s) or less than 0.5 percent of the average flow of 
the Green River at Green River, Utah (U.S. Geological Survey, 1979, p. 241). 
Because the Green River is tributary to the Colorado River, the effect on the 
Colorado River would be even less. 
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FURTHER STUDIES NEEDED 
In 1980, the amount of ground-water data available on the Navajo 
Sandstone in the study area was slNll. Even less infonAtion WilS available on 
the other principill aquifers. Prior to any fim planning for future large-
scale ground-water development, the following studies are considered necessary 
for evaluating feasibility or planning the operation of well fields. 
1. The flow systs in the Navajo Sandstone and other aquifers needs to be 
better defined throughout the area, including more information on the 
potentiometric surface and hydrauliC properties of both the sandstone 
and its confining beds. 
2. Pressure relations among the several aquifers need to be defined, because 
of the potential for increased or induced interformational movement of 
water. 
3. From the data acquired under items 1 and 2, a reliable calibrated digital-
computer model of the Navajo Sandstone and associated aquifers needs to 
be constructed for predictive purposes. 
4. The chemical quality of available ground water areally and with depth 
needs to be better known, particularly in the northern half of the study 
area. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rocks that underlie the northern San Rafael Swell area range in age from 
Precambrian to Holocene. All the geologic units contain some water, but only 
five are considered to be major aquifers--the Entrada, Navajo, and Wingate 
Sandstones, the Coconino Sandstone including its eqUivalents in the Cutler 
Formation, and rocks of Mississippian age. Several other lithologic units--
older alluvium, the Salt Wash Sandstone Member of the Morrison Formation, the 
Curtis Formation, the Carmel Formation, and the Moss Back Member of the Chinle 
Formation--are at least locally important. 
The circulation of water in the consolidated aquifers is affected by 
faulting and folding which locally enhance water movement by fracturing, or 
iqlede the movement by offsett i ng permeable beds or sea 1 i ng zones with rock of 
lower permeability. At least locally, fracturing also enhances inter-
formational leakage. Other factors affecting circulation are the reduction of 
porosity due to depth of ~~rial, the salinity of the circulating water, and 
the solution of carbonate rocks and evaporites. 
The total hydrologiC system in the northern San Rafael Swell area has an 
estimated3average annual inflow and outflow of about 1.3 ;r,illion acre-feet (1,600 hm ), of which about 1.15 million acre-feet (1,420 hm ) is derived from 
precipitation on the area and the remainder is inflow in the Price and San 
Rafael Rivers. An estimated 99 percent of the water is consumed by 
evapotranspirati on and most of t he remaining 1 percent leaves the area as 
surface flow. 
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The estilla~ed long-term average annual ground-water recharge is 10,000 
acre-feet (12 lui ), or less; at least 30 percent of this amount recharges the 
consolidated rocks. At least 20 percent of the water is discharged to the 
streams and the retaainder is consUllled by evapotranspiration or moves out of 
the area as ground-water outflow. 
The total amount of ground water in storage cannot be calculated. 
However, the Navajo, Wingate, illJd Coconino Sandstones contain an estimated 160 
lIillioo acre-feet (197,300 hnr') of recoverable fresh to moderately saline 
water. 
The estimated average annual recharge to and discharge from the Navajo 
Saqdstone in the northern San Rafael Swell area is about 3,000 acre-feet (3.7 
hr). This is only 0.007 percent of the recoverable water in the sandstone 
aquifer. 
On the basis of available data and a digital-model approxi~tion, 
calculations show that an annual withdrawal of 20,000 acre-feet (25 hm ) for 
30 years would reduce the 'amount of recoverable water stored in the 'Navajo 
Sandstone by about 1.4 percent. 
Although most wells inventoried during this study yield small quantities 
of water, yields of more than 1,000 gallons per minute (63 lIs) to individual 
wells are possible locally in the area. large yields would be accompanied by 
large drawdowns--1,OOO feet (305 m) or more--in and near well fields after 
several years of pumping. 
Well yields from the Wingate and Coconino Sandstones probably could be 
equa 1 to those from the Navajo Sandstone because the average saturated 
thicknesses of those formations are greater; the largest yields from all 
formations would be expected in fractured areas and those yields also would be 
accompanied by large drawdowns--especially if the aquifer is confined. The 
pumping effects in other aquifers in the area cannot be evaluated. 
Ground water in much of the northern San Rafael Swell area is saline. 
Most unconsolidated deposits contain saline water because of evapo-
transpiration in uplands and saline streamflow, except in the Green River 
bottoms. Most consolidated rocks contain freshwater only near their outcrop 
areas. Known occurrences of freshwater in the Navajo Sandstone include not 
only outcrop areas both east and west of the swell, but also at depth in a 
broad area extending from the east-central edge of the swell to the Green 
River. In most areas, water in the Navajo shows some degradation by mixing 
with more saline water from other formations through interformational leakage. 
Information obtained during this study indicates that: 
1. Bedrock aquifers (the thick sandstone aquifers in particular) in the 
norther n San Rafael Swell area can yield additional !f,esh to slightly 
saline water--perhaps as much as 5,000 acre-feet (6 hm ) per year--with 
relatively little effect on the ground-water system. 
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2. large withdra"als, (as IWUCh as 20,000 acre-ft or 25 m3 per year from the 
bedrock aquifers, the Navajo Sandstone in particular) are feasible; 
however, this is possible only are the fonnations are thickest (as 
along the west side of the San Rafael Swell), and if widely spaced wells 
are used. Such large withdrawals require many wells because of the , low 
perllll!abil1ty of the sandstone. The chellical quality of water probably 
would be degraded. 
3. large withdrawals would have some side effects, including reduction of 
artesian pressure at the few existing wells, cessation of some spring 
flow, and a small effect on the flow of the San Rafael River. However, 
the effect on the flow of the Colorado River would be very small. 
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A: V1ew, look1ng northward from location (D-21-22)4ab. toward mouth of Buckhorn 
Wash CllIYOn. Formations range from Cannel Formation at top of cliff to Chinle 
Formation at base in mouth of canyon. Foreground is part of rolling internal 
_ J,lain developed on limestone of the Moenkopi Formation. 
B: V1ew. looking. southeastw'lrd; fran top of cliff at location (D-2D-U)8dc. 
Upper slI100th surface is a rolling plain developed on limestone in the 
Cannel Formation. San Rafael River flood plain. below. is fringed with 
.phreatophytes and saline residue. 
--Figure 2.--Erosional features in the San Rafael Swell. Erosion has removed 
the Navajo Sandstone (N) and Wingate Sandstone (W) fran the inside of the 
: San Rafael Swell. leaving inward-facing. deeply dissected cliffs. Little 
. recharge occurs on the steep surfaces; exposure of the aquifers has allowed 
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Figure ~-- Photomicrographs of sandstone ~pecimens 
(Sce table 111 for description of samples) 
All taken with polarized light at approximate magnification x 140 
A: Sample UTSR-21-4, near top of Navajo Sandstone 
B: Sample IITSR-.8, near middle of Na·,ajo..b~ 
C: Sample IITSR-20, near bottom of NavajoA~ 
D: Sample urSR-ll, Near middle of Wingate Sandstone 
E: Sample urSR 13A-5, near top of Coconino Sandstone 
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A: Fracture zone (arrow) in Navajo Sandstone at about location (D-22-13)12aba 
on Highway 1-70. The fracture dips slightly eastward and contains some 
_--'-__ leached. loose white sand. 
B: - View. looking eastward. of thrust fault (arrow) in the Entrada Sandstone 
at s1te of spring (D-17-12)23aba-Sl. Most of cliff is red. but along the 
fault the rock has been bleached or leached by circulation of water. 
- Figure 6.--Fracturing at folds and near faults pranotes recharge. discharge. 
and 1nterfonnational leakage of water. 
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---A-: Contact between Cannel Formation (C) and Navajo Sandstone (N) -in south wall 
of road cut on Highway 1-70, at location (D-22-13)12aac, on east side of 
San Rafael Swell. 
B: View, looking northward from an overlook on Highway 1-70, at location 
{D-22-9)33bba, on west side of San Raf~el Swell. . 
- -- - - -Figure 8.--The upper contact of the Navajo Sandstone is easy to identify in 
outcrops. As in A, above, limestone, sandstone, and a basal red siltstone 
of the Carmel Formation (C) overlies soft massive sandstone of the Navajo 
Sandstone (N). An exception occurs in the vicinity of area shown in photograph 
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-; time, based 0 
Irate above 145 feet (44 meters) 
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DRILL-CUTTING DESCRIPTION 
Siltstone, red, gray limestone, and 
some light-gray sandstone and gypsum 
3~ Limestone, gray, and some red siltstone 




~ Limestone, gray 
~ Limestone, gray red siltstone, and 




brown, wi th much red 
~------------------------------------------------.... 
.": 
.. Sandstone, brown, with small fragments 
i:: of red siltstone . 
~ Sandstone, very fine to fine-grained, 
with a few fragments of black limestone 
Sandstone, with a few fragments of 
black limestone and red siltstone 
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Aquifers:lower Carmel, Navajo, and Wingate 
324 Total depth: l,50S4.# (459 . 6 """'J 
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~era: llavajo- and Wingate Sandstones 
depth: l,245,,"t (379.5...,) 
. ........... Pllllping in this area. 
er-level rise similar to rise in so11 lIDisture 
<,loA 5) in mid_inter. Navajo here is only 68 
percent saturated. Par!: of _ter-level cbange probably due to Wingate. 
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Aquifers: Navajo and Wingate Sandstones 
Total depth:l,OS3!OJ (330.0 .. "") 
See note for well in section 
10, above. Navajo here is 








AqUifers: Navajo and Wingate Sandstones_ .... ----....... --...... ..-
Total depth: l,293r...1 (394.1"&" 
No known Pllllping in this area; 
early riae in water level canoot be ex-
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hera is 74 percent saturated. 
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_2 TQUT-4 4.0 17.0 43.0 35.0 .2 .0 
- (1).24014'~~ N$-7A 7.2 88.8 24.0 .0 .0 .0 UTSA·18 3A 10.2 41.8 42.5 2.1 .0 CI.ZIII 1.51 0.871 0.286 2.80 2.01 2.73 1O-240'8"2bc1>1 UTSR·7 4.0 31.3 60.8 3.8 .0 .0 
-
1_' UTSR·22·2 4.8 42,8 48.1 8.3 .2 ' .0 
UTSfI.:z2.9 7.8 3.2 41A 38.8 SA ,3 .0 0 .187 lA1 1.07 
.248 2,82 2.28 2,82 2.4 .,... 
.183 1.33 .932 .280 2.22 2.24 2.85 .00 WIngnt 
.144 IAI .9CI3 .- 2.38 2.28 2.83 .87 
2.31 2.84 .00 ~~II133bbCI-I UTSR-5 3.3 28.8 47.8 20.2 .0 .0 ,310 1.30 .863 .288 2.28 0.22·101 33bc:.1 UTSR·14 SA 18.8 71.8 5.2 .0 .0 
33_2 UTSR· 14A 19,4 211.8 52.9 4.0 .0 .0 .0 
.184 1.88 .988 .258 2.90 (1).22.13',_, UTSR· 11 11.0 .. , 8&.0 18.8 .1 .0 ' .0 
.144 2.06 1.111 .290 211,4 2,87 
.1112 2.00 l.os .215 41.2 2.88 3&1>cc:·1 UTSR.g 8.8 33.5 47.0 12,4 .1 .0 .0 
.121 1.52 1.00 .2111 2.30 II).ZJ.IO'9I>bcf.2 UTSR·17 12.3 .. S 8804 13.8 1.0 .0 .0 
.11171 2.37 ... .279 38,4 2.811 
.131 1.52 .994 .299 2.33 
_Bock __ 
.- 2.52 0473 .303 22.5 2,85 (1).22-13'_2 UTSR-IO 1.1 11.2 83,4 23.7 .0 .0 .- 1.82 .84S .220 19.2 2.84 
.G7IIO 1047 .818 .235 22.1 2.88 
_  
.- 1.81 .771 
.241 17.1 2.88 
(1).21 .11'2_, UTSR·I3 1,3 18.8 60.9 20,3 1.9 .0 , '.11125 1.58 .781 .2011 11.7 2.87 
_2 UTSR·13A-1 3.1 " 14.7 48.2 27.1 8.9 .0 .0_ 2.39 ,399 
.2fI7 43.9 2,8S UTSR·I3A-3 1.5 10.1 52.2 31.1 .. , .0 
-
2.32 .. ,0 
.249 39.1 2.84 UT'Sft.13A-6I ' 1.3 22.7 70.1 5.9 .0 .0 
.321 1.28 1.00 
.238 2.38 1.91 2.68 
.os Ul"SA-13A-8' 
.280 1.58 .780 .3CII 3.39 2.17 2.8S .00 
~-"":: (1).23.11'2_, UTSR·ZJ.I 
.284 1.47 .893 ,310 2.33 2.04 2.84 .00 UTSR·2:J.5 2.1 21.0 5U 13.8 3,4 .1 
.287 . 1.59 .7117 .303 3045 2.14 2.84 .00 UTSR·23-9 7.9 22.7 53.S 13.7 2.1 .1 
.120 1.52 1.G7 .291 2.22 2.os 2.85 .25 (1).ZJ.13'8cbc:·1 UTSR·12 .5 .. 49.8 4,.. 1.8 .0 .1. 1.27 1.00 .249 2.1. 2.10 2.88 .00 
.174 1.25 1.00 
.288 1.88 
.00 
.123 un l.os 
.294 2,21 2.88 2.3 
.121 I ... .955 .308 2.13 2.88 .17 
.110 1.54 UI4 .257 3.13 2.21 2.6!1 1.5 
.1.1 lAS .845 .3CII 2.51 2.55 2,8S 
.17 
.11177 1.55 .845 .248 13.1 2.45 2.74 35.8 
70." 
48 .• ' 
38" 
.110 1.80 .884 .240 3.21 2.IS 2.88 .40 
.1. 1.31 1.00 
.231 2.32 2.12 2.6!1 .111 
.111 I ... 1.011 .2B8 1.98 1.93 2.68 1.8 
.214 1.58 .875 .287 2.19 
II _3 1.34 1.00 .157 4.01 II 2.20 2.87 .00 
.1110 1.41 .887 .:111 2.37 2.09 2.88 
.33 
.1. 1.58 .927 .238 2.53 2.13 2.88 2.7 
58 59 
........ itt af •• Ii ............ 11 .............. t .f ................ 1 ... Ihtll • .v ....... 11 telt hele _!ti .. " Sentin •• d 
...... descriptions.) 
Specific 
--:::.r Dry unit gravity of Carbon .. Sorting UnIformity wei5t!t sol ids content' 
~ coefficient' ~l Kurtolis4 coefficientS (-;::::"~:Z;t-' (perunt) ~ ' .. 
J»'D 1~ 1.00 .0811 1.54 2.02 2.87 ,.00 
.117 1.52 1.04 .262 2.93 2.18 2.73 .00 
.GII82 1.29 1.00 .199 1.85 2JI8 .00 
.221 '1.51 .995 .283 2.75 
.141 1AO .885 .300 2.32 2.32 2.68 .12 
.130 1AS .914 .303 2.21 2.04 2.8S .&0 
.122 1.53 un .294 2.38 2.10 2.8S .00 
........ 
..... 101. 
.112 1AS .934 .2'Z1 2.56 2.18 2.88 .SO 
.112 1.21 1.00 .238 2M 2.00 2.88 2.3 
.G88S 1.55 .802 .242 81.5 2.20 2.55 U 
... 1 1.31 1.00 .182 4.18 2.12 2.8S 1.8 
Jm8 1.51 .860 .221 10.5 2.26 2.88 8.8 
..,., 1.28 1.00 .146 15.0 1.88 2.81 3.8 
Mlmber of the OIinll Formation 
.138 1.31 1.D0 .193 2.00 2.28 2.58 .tJ8 
Iandtta. 
. • 182 1.33 1.00 .183 2.22 2.14 2JI8 .33 
.200 1.51 1.11 .235 2.85 1.2 
.208 Ul 1.11 .2S6 2.12 1.88 2.85 .tJ8 
.112 1.28 1.00 .2S6 2.18 
2.211 2JI4 2.3 
..,., 
• 3.8 
.no 1.34 1.00 .180 2A2 2.02 2JI8 .11 
.111 U5 .908 .218 2.15 2.10 2JI8 .11 
~ 1.43 1.D2 .301 2.D2 2.DS 2JI4 .00 
. 
IMIcI", -d.,. - eft.".tlr of 50 peli.entill. 
2 . . ' - . _ . Geometric quartlll deviation. "o,Jo I' taken from cumulative CUfWI 
......,.ting hquency *' data of sedimenn. Q,. Z6-,.-I ,-/:4, ce· ~-~,-4. 
'(0
1 
x 0 )/(medianI2. 4(0~ • o.'I:&IP,," '10' tlken from cumulative CUIWS. "0 - 90 percentill,plO -10 percentill. 
SUn formlty coe ficientsorting index - d60/d~0. 
-Calcium carbona!'. equivalent by carbon diOXide absorption mlthod. 
"SImpII wa ~oo hard to diaaggre9lte for silM! analysis. ~ • 
lUll ~"'"t of sample number desilJl1tes depth to bottom of 1 sampI •• All sampla from "NOtary drilling in dry form-
ilion. 
·Rerun of carbonate content. 
IOFrom point count during thln-teetion analysis by Core t...boratoria. Inc. Doll not include 8 ptfCent orgenic material which 
aIIo Is • cemen tinglglflt. 
I. Siew analysis by Core t...boratori .. , Inc., converted to units and ranga used by the U.S. Geological Surwy. 
II 
60 
... ~ , . 1 9 
Table 4.-- Summary of short aquifer tests (See text for definitions of terwe and relation of units.) 
Discharge: E, estimated, F, flowed. Value is weighted average where not estimated.~ 
Transadssivity from straight-liae methods: each analytical plot contains two or th~e straight-line segment~, Values are listed in 
order of increasing time since recovery began. s 0 
Remarks: Temperature and specific conductance measgred at well. Temperature is given in degrees Ce~ius ( C). Specific conductance 




Nuaber Date period Discharge down 
(hours) (,/IL//."" pe;- ""."., .. , ([lei) 
(D-17-l3)30ddd-lS 6/28/79 4.00 11.8 ~ 
(D-2D-10)6bdd-l 7-14-80 >12 10E,F 
(;®.J. 
(D-23-l4) 25bca-l 7-23-80 
'" 
>17 l4F -l- t 
(D-24-l3)11adbclS 5-14-80 3.17 10.2 ~ 
(D-24-l3) 36dba-l 5-13-80 2.0 13.3 25.9 
--'-".1 ("" ,-It'./.r) 
From Esti- j I lie 
straight- mated ~~. 
line from ::'1:;r 





















Petroleua-test well plugged back and left for water 
well; never used. May have been soaewhat cleaned 
out by test pumping. Water level 1 year later was 
about 20r.4 lower than pre-pumping level. Final t_ 
perature, 16.0 OCt specific conductance, .11,600 IImbo_. 
r$.~S-!. 
1 test hole NSR T-l. Navajo Sandstone isolated 
with borehole packer set at 142 Artesian-pres-
sure recovery measured for 1.2 hours. Final temper-
ature, 13.0 "Cj specific conductance, 968 ~",J,,, • 
i/$'~~r 
test bole NSR T-6A. Navajo Sandstone isolated 
with borehole packer set at 445~. Artesian-pres-
sure recovery measured for 1.73 hours. Final temper-
ature, 16.5 ·C; specific conductance, 842 JJ"f"~ • 
.1 Petroleum-test well plugged back and left for water 
.4 well; never used. Open hole from Entrada Sandstone 
to Chinle Formation. Final temperature, l7"C; spe-
cific conductance, l,060~ .. "o . 
100 .2 Unused well. Open hole from Navajo Sandstone to 
.09 Chinle Formation. Final temperature l5.0·C; specific 
.6 conductance, 2,530 ~"'hl 
aon/J r-rnt:.IY 
lActual .easur~nt. Neglects probable effect of surface inflow that would have .. de pre-pumping water level~ high. 
2Init1al shut.).n head unknown. Water levels affected by drilling procedure~ . .. hole nerwed for hours prior to test. 
3No puaping level .e&sured because of depth to water and size of hole. 
" 
Table 4.-- Summary of short aquifer tests (See text for defini~' ~na of ter.. and relation of units.) 
Discharge: E, estt.ated, F, flowed. Value is weighted average where not estt.ated.~ 
Transmissivity from straight-1iae methods: each analytical plot contains two or th;re straight-line segmenta.! Va11les are listed in 
. order of increasing tilDe since recovery began. s o ' 
Reaarks: Temperature and specific conductance measgred at well. Temperature is given in degrees Ce~ius ( . ~). Specific conductance 































--.....,.,.} (f;.I..-J,."") . 
From Esti- j I 
straight- mated ~~ 
line from methods~t.. at%' 












Petroleum-test well plugged back and left for water 
weJ.1; never used. May have been sOlleWhat cleaned 
out by test pumping. Water level 1 year later wa • 
about 20~ lower than pre-pumping level. Final te.-
perature, 16.0 oC; specific conductance, .11,600 ~mho~. 
1I.5, ~S-!. 
1 test hole NSR T-1. Navajo Sandstone isolated 
with borehole packer set at 142 Artesian-pres-
sure recovery measured for 1.2 hours. Final temper-














with borehole packer set at 445~. Artesian-pres-
sure recovery measured for 1.73 hours. Final temper-
ature, 16.5 .l!; specific conductance, 842 iJ",;,,, • 
Petroleum-test well plugged back and left for water 
well; never used. Open hole from Entrada Sandstone 
to Chinle Formation. Final temperature, 17 ·C; spe-
cific conductance, l,060~"''+D • 
.2 Unused well. Open hole from Navajo Sandstone to 
.09 Chinle Formation. Final temperature l5.0·C; specific 
.6 conductance, 2,5301'''';'4 
4.onlJ r-rn"'lft lActusl measurement. Neglects probable effect of surface inflow that would have made pre-pumping water level~ high. 
2Initis1 shut'\n head unknown. Water levels affected by drilling procedure~ ,bole fltwed for hours prior to test. 
3No pumping l~vel measured because of depth to water and size of hole. 
T ... 8. ___ pins or '-, in -feet. _ Sen R ..... Swell, 1973-79 
[See pl. 1 for iocatlOfll of stations) 
W_.,.. 
117.1 1174 1m 1171 1177 1171 1171 A_ 
_R_ 
0lIl3142&0 loe,aoo 28,800 72,880 30,2&0 16,740 31,780 87,700 63,801 
0lIl314280 21,700 
.11!!!. 22,1190 ~ ....!!:!!!!1. ~ ~ ~ 
~ 128,800 41,730 96,_ 46,230 21,760 38,200 109,640 88,867 
0lIl314600 13il.ooo 38,120 97.sso 42,860 22,870 42,960 
" .0,300 70,_ 
Not pin or II_I 10,400 (2,6101 1,600 12.saol 920 3,760 760 1,748 
or 2.4 ~/. 
... 1IofooI Rlw. 
0l1I328OOO 109,100 41,740 88,940 32,380 12,180 37,770 69,400 66,071 
09328100 32,280 14,430 36,340 70,240 
Forrnch 11301 2,270 12,430) 840 
01Il3286OO 138,800 38,910 91.sao 24,920 16,170 42,630 79,060 61,261 
For_ 17,340) 740 7,190 8,810 
Not pin or (1",,1 28,600 14,8301 1,640 17,470) 3.010 4,780 8,860 6,160 
or7.2~/. 
Totlifor-",_ 6,830 
&d~ yleldofu~ .... 3,000 
Totli (roundld) 10,000 
or 13.8 ~/. 
63 
T ... &.-summ.y of hydralogic estima18I 
Inflow 
PreclpiUtion (p. 37) 
Price RIvw; I1IItions 09314250 plus 09314280 (table 8) 




Price River ., l1IItIon 09314500 (table 8) 
Sen Rafael River., I1IItion 09328500 
Estimetad yield of ungaged areas (table 8) 
DllCharge by wells, probable maximum (p. 46) 






From precipitation (p. 40) 
From ground-wltar inflow 
Total 
OilCharge (p. 48) 




Compllta ground-watar system 
Recharge (P. 40)" 
Storage in three major consolid81ed aquifa,. (p. 46) 
Recoverable fresh to moderately saline water 
Lonttterm average 
























I Amount calculltltd by·diffentnce between other indlvldu.lltems of inflow and outflow. 
2 Incornpleu budget because of unknowns. 
S Roundld MnOUnt for tech item u used or inferred from neady-stm digital model for best 
fit of potentiometric surface. 
" AIoumed to aqu.llonltterm dlodl"llI. 





. - I f' 
di8charge at 8treamflow';'Jatiof8 in the northern San Rafael Swell ·'~~ea Table 7.-- Monthly mean 
Di8charge is in cubic-feet per secon; *' lno value for month because one or .o~e day8 
of record is missing • lIr fJI/II- .filts I{ 11 . ..$ ~'t,,/of;~,q ~grll.11.s..~tL .. t~ ~'f.rIU.f4") 
. ~ 
Station 09314250. Price River below Miller Creek, near Wellington 
r, : : YE4N OCTOI1t.R t~lJV£,·' " i. t4 .; r. tt: ,\ ,ltH ..JAIMII ;lY ft;uK,I .. Ii'l' ".A~CIt ; IIPKll. 11,\ , ..IVNi Jul.Y AU(iU"T C;f. .. rEHd[A : -· 1~12 .. .. .. .. • • "".10 1'113 146.10 )It.)) "3."1 .. d.~J .?6.0). H.:)5 21.51 " J1.od 3~.uO "3.18 11".19 2;;'i.<:J 616.1 J 1<;8.33 110.11 ~".IJ 4J.00t' 1'114 It5./l 30.01 "U.03 ';oJ.OO ftO.uO 'H.J9 I 100.51 b2. CH ,,8 ... ) ~1.1O 17.10 t, 191!» 1'>3.,"0 .. l.ts) c!CJ.bH 32. 1ft ld. lO : 
·i It t .',)l "2.3'1 101.10 111. "H "'->Z.11 '10. 1ft It'.e.l ~ . 1976 )6.bl 4'>.11 2'5.102 )l.S5 " '>U.l0 ",.~O it'5.52 ' it 1.70 109.';0 44.17 40.52 f · 34.7,. 50.00 I 1917 2&.13 ll.00 1';.94 10.00 1,> .... ~ 1".11 11.t!2 2).91 It.ll 1S1.5J ld.", "'.90 .. , 1'I11S 15 ... 4 lit. 10 9."2 IJ.39 10.vO 46.H" l~l.t.O litO.lJ 
"2 ... ' 43.29 eJ.19 12.!J7 1~'9 23.00 IltS.23 24.19 1-1.13 i:.l • . ''1 271.10 300.'>' 3'10.5, P2.3) 'to .13 56.:;5 7.0;.70 1 "'.:0 7.2.11 2'5 ... , c! 1.52 . co.l1 10).3it , : ~ 1)7. '11 3b9.ISO ' 8.11.2'1 ;;'1,."0) 11.77 b,.1ft ll'.ftl 
" 
btll '91.,7 .. • • • • • • • .. .. • 
Al/CkA\iE !o,\.l2 -;ll.4) c~.ol t!~.~o .. I.uli '/0.15 14:1.1u 20). )" lb'j.b.., tI).IO "J.'~ 51 ... " 
'f ) 
I Station 09314280. Desert Seep Wash near Wellington 
I· YEAR OC J\.)'JC:R NuVF.:I~ut::R CJI::C(t.~aEH JANUAHy fEUHIJArlY ,. ... ~Crl . APHJi. . HAY JUNE , JUL'I' AlJuU,;>T SEl'lEMdER:: t . I'H2 • • .. • • .. • , 2'. JIJ lit .4 '~ 11.30 11,u) U.l1 
j 1OJ13 it 7.0 I ~J.11 13.39 1.7tt -:I.1l5 20.16 127 • 73 . . 36·.111 .. ' 60.~3 . , , ~0.45 za.oo ~').51 l'1H 21."5 2~.81 13.17 8.)2 ~."u 12.l~ lb .... 5 ~~ ,- 19.1 '# 21.41 · " , 21.65 11.d2 9.45 I 1'115 ..16 • 06 29.0 ·j 10.11<; · b.13 5.11 21.Sl lb.30 27.20 53.33 ' 67.16 3b.'t~ '5().~7 1'#16 IoS.d" 30.b7 13.00 10,"5 12.11 I" .15 ., . 2t1.1J 28.61 16.,. . 12.87 ' IJ.ISi?, 2U.4'1 
., 1'117 ~1I.1/3 15.41 9.", 2.00 3.11 C,.17 ... 31S 6.8i: I.&J 211.QIt 1.~" 2. <lit l'#lH 2.16 it.24 ).25 4.14 5.l1 22.22 11.0tt 20.00 2".10 10.b2 1.15 I." 1919 'i.lO 3,.00 1. (jit b.dS 7 • • to 1,,9.'14 22.30 25.00 23.20 111.29 20.b5 1).5b ' . t: I i hdO 11.,5 19.17 1).0) lIt.U6 61.v7 10."'1 c! ... "') 10).Zb 40.01 35.16 26 ... :; 61.77 
AvfRf,ljl:: ~5 • .,'1 le.IIO IO.Sl , ... 6 1 ... 118 )Ft . U' Id.71 n.lb lll."S .lb.50 Id.lJ~ 24.'Jl 
Station 09314500. Price River at Woodside 
, 
II(,YEVU£r4 CJt.Ctl~ 'tli ..I"NUA~y f(tSi<u;", 'I' 14"I-CI. Ar'H I l. "'tH ..IU,,"'; JULY AUGUST SE"'E,4rtER ~ . YEAH OCTO',c.1f 
1'141 b',"~ .. 2.':11 )It .11 1"',"1i "J l.1J1 76.35 1 '). 11' 10".06 '55.111 3~.48 l3l1.l9 H.41 
1'I"1l 5·1. bd )7.33 . Iol.l<:> lH.l9 4'1.':)9 lt9.00 74 .07 41.ul · ~3.1I1 Iol.117 OJ ... 95 10.22 
1'1,+9 :l l.ul 2'.20 ""."H 28.1 'I 4 b. 15 )ftZ.~" 225.h3 21).1l l46.3J 211.71 lb.':I" '>l. h) h5U 95.10 H.n )0;. 'je; 2H.1I0 103.J'I 102.32 lll.'10 132.13 ,..1> 1 IM.19 ~l."J 6'1." ) i l 'j ':l 1 "d.'ilt 51.30 . !.~ .If> 33." , S 1. ,,6 . ,. 81.71 ':11.11) I d4.10 .1 00 • 40 10.0) 3 ...... 5 54.61 . ) I )-IS 2 9 U.61 52. it3 JO. (Jh Jl.lJ 4~.10 15;».00 " .. S.b3 ,,62.co ' IItl8.31 , lit5. 3S 150.b8 89.90 , . I 1'153 75.01 11.0) ')<).23 ')0.00 bl.d IlS.2'1 b'l."O 75.4<:> ,.5.1' 101.03 1·/ .blt ,S.Ol I I ·t"" .".';'i b3.30 )" .11 looJ.05 'd.'tO 70.17 ~'J ... ) b2.l3 .· '52.90 . .' 63.91 50.)2 19~.tlO 
!'t:;'; I 1).,5 4a.60 l4.t'# ,"0.00 2~.(j4 11).1 .. 101.17 ~).O(j 33.90 c?5.51 llt.it5 1~.lt5 I 
n.ll 2'1.01 4).'" J".~6 )d • ..,l o;".HIt 3d.") )9.11" 2~ • ." "".Ob t!~.10 ".J) I h~O , I 
I It :> 1 I 't. ,<; I ,., .61 1<0.1)0 1".11 It I. :,0 41." I J~. )0 1';'.40 171.11 104.10 itl1.'1 8~.bO ! 0\ l't~e '-Il.,H J3'.00 51. OJ ~(J.~O HI ... J '10. ·1" 3'je. jJ 6").lo 121dl IU.tll 71:S.17 10Q.30 
<..n ' IIt:>-I i.b. J2 '.4. )0 IoA ... S 40.~) 45 • .,9 I. '1. l'> 1...,.13 26.'+t! 21.'10 -t.95 10';.oJ 11.116 I 
' .. 00 B.III J?. ~:) c!t . 2J ~".l3 JO. vO In 1.1 .. j'.~' <'O ... c: '4 .Ii 1 ".21 I'. ·)h IoU.ltO ji 
'1 streaafl~ations;~ontinued : ! Table ..8.-- Monthly mean discharge at 
Station 09J14S001.Price River at Woodside. continued 
YEAR · OC'"'Jt:~ , "UV!'.:'l'If.R r.EC(I·~EN .J"NV."Y fiU"l/fI~Y I'II"C" 1Io"'JL Ii'" . JIJNE JULY AUti ' /') , "iEI'lE,,"rq I J,) I P!I.15 2.J • .,0 1'1.'" IU.l0 2i.~1 ~I; • .)~ 110 • 'I'l S.lb 1.0;1 11."3 '1 '1.6. .. S, .11 
1'1.,2 I ... '.>i ~".2) 21.49 15.16 1310.1>1 1 J J. ';5 .. 1 l. ';) I 19~.IU .'.uI 1~i.'.3S 10 • .,1 c?50.72 
1".,3 .~.d' il. 'H 2J.J6 13.58 Io~."d I/lQ.l8 2'.>.«:' en .61 25 • ..,1 24."1 C?.., I.c?o 199."9 · 
1 ",ea. a.·s i3.11 1'5.l3 11.32 1 I. " I 11 .00 .., •• 07 'I •• Ib .. 7.30 31.'.>2 H,b • .,. 31.'t1 
1'1«»5 li1.c'>l lS.'JO 25.11 3'1.'.>d 52 • ." <;;>.OJ 162.U " 60.81 301l.bIJ 211."" 13 1.113 99.bl 
\ -1"66 "!' . (6 -i0.11 '3~.77 54., .. ' 59.Jc? 1,,~.15 led.d3 tli.l'1 5~.71 '>1.8. SO • ..,S 11".'t0 1",«»7 J'l.I. J •• 33 11)1}.68 2'.d, '3.J6 71.'" ,,1.03 92.5c? "2,.17 157.71 'i/o.J5 lUl.40 ' 
1"," '4 45.,)5 3>3.11 4".61 33.00 _ 5 .·~b 71.-t4 10 ... 4 I 7.9'1.bl 0;1)9.53 ' 105.32 29S.c?3 71 .lO I ! hb'l ~..,. 13 "'9.~0 31."1 3c?Z6 3"- .uO 3 .. I! • 17 53'1.13 61l2."G 324.21 121i.l0 21,J.97 193.51 ' 
!. 1'110 7l!. tH . b J "3 .1.toS J5.3'i ' .. bC;. r5 75.b5 'id."'3 7~.IU c?,,3."0 '16.14 1uu.Z3 9~.61 I"" "d.bl b".47 "5."" 27 • ..,a ':>5,"3 114.'12 .• J .1l7 IZ1.c?.l 11 1.03 51.71 d •• J3 53.50 1 l",rl 103,"'2 130.'13 • 3". b8 3 •• 10 J.,.c!1 I?S. '16 6~. )) &',"0 13.13 100.1:17 .b • .,4 "c?&) 
I 1973 3'>5. lib 1,7.80 · 48.55 .u.OO 50,"3 l1J.IH t!,,'1 • .., I ' 73S.c?'" c?26.31 164.55 93 ... d &0.37 197' ,,9,"0 54.03 "1.7. 60.bl 60.b. ,,1}. 7. 'jl.uo 74.07 60.tiJ ,8.108 Id.d. Ib.23 
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Table J,. -- Monthly 1IIean discharge at strealDflowmatio;"s ,~-continued. 
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Tabl.l. -.- Monthly 
Station 09328000. 
f m --aean discharge at 8tr~low~8tation8,~continued. 
San Rafaal River near Castle Dale. 
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Station 09328100. San Rafael River at San Rafael Bridge camp g'tund, near Castle 
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! 1 8tr~amflOW~ations,~~ontinued i' table,8'.- Monthly aean discharge at . San Rafael River near Green River 
I 
f ~ Station 09328500. 
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U l0 64 .~3 SS.21 2'1. '/0 23.00 .. 1.1l 23.29 15.l0 31.3, 37 • • 0 19.9~ 22.10 21.36 
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1 .. 78 ... '75 5.'!><t , 11.8) • 1 •• bS 21.1d lQ.32 Ib." 23.26 309.17 13 1' .68 13.96 1.?~ 
1919 11.65 200.)1 24 .23 18.~0 3.,.;'3 ?3Z.1b 90.IJJ , 85.68 '11.33 b5.32 .5.39 22.61 
1960 41.,J3 H.!:»l 16.23 ' 'I!;. 11 14". '/0 101 •• 5 55.10 209.3, 15 16.60 850.35 111.31 99.10 .... 
1981 • 0./5 · • • • • • • • • • • • l !~ .. ~ 
AVE"AGE '12oilO·· 6".59 .R.12 . '6 ~ 62 11.aO' i.14.5. 110.70 3.6.~~ ''':'H 151.13 b 'i .95 "d.21 .,. 
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' ..... , 
' . l , I 11 "I' 
5c/.c'.J w.Ji 
Table 12 .-llogs of wells and test holes 
Location: See text for description of well- and spring-numbering system. 
Altitudes: . Given for land surface at well or test hole, in feet above National Geodet1c~tum of 1929. . 
Thickness: Given in feet. 
Depth: Given to base of unit,1n feet below land surface. 
lOr 'lIIIIple logs by J.W. Rood, u.s. Geological SU'rVey: 
lIapJ. .. were collected at lCF-foot interTals. Descril' . .t,i.ons are not adjusted for 
sample-return lag. Tops of formations, as given in~II ~ere picked mainly from 
.... physic:al logs and do not always match cutting descri?cions. (See oiiscussion 
.1D text.) Remarks regarding drilling conditior.s, water lav"ls and chei:!1cal qual-
Joey _re talr.en from .' records of observations while drilling of the holes. 
. 35 
(1)-15-11}l2cda-1. Log by Carbon Dioxice and Chemical Co. AltiiJo5,7.i!f. 
Shale, gray 
Limestone, thin layers , and hard rock 
.. mea tone, hard 
Sand, hard, red 
Shale, yellow 
Rock, sandy, red 









Limestone, bard, white 



































(1)-15-11) l2cda-l. -Continued 
~ 
Shale, sandy, gray 
Shale, iray; and thin, hard limestone 
Shale, brown; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, sandy, gray; and thin, hard layers 
Limestone, hard 




Sand, hard, red; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, sandy 




Rock, hard, red 
Shale, sandy, hard, red 
























































Sand, bard; show of water 
Lb.e.ton~·; hard, blue 
Lillestone with thin layers of sand, hole filled 
with 200 feet of water from 1,165-1,170 r.A 
Sand; water to within 400 feet of surface 
L:1meatone, hard, blue, caving 
Shale, gray 
Sand, fine, hard 
Shale, gray, caving 
Limestone, thin, hard 
Rock, hard, red 
Rock, thin, hard 
Shale, red 
Rock, thin, hard 
Shale, red 
Rock, thin, hard 
Rock, red 
Sand 
Rock, hard, red 
Rock, red; and thin, hard layers 
Rock , red 
Shale, brown 
Rock, red 
Sand, reddish; water 


















































Sand, water rose to 1,426 feet 
LiJiestone, thin, hard, with brown shale 
Limestone 
Limestone, bailing water from hole 
Rock, red, bailing water from hole 
Limestone, red; bailing water from hole 
Limestone, thin, hard, bailing water from hole 
Rock, hard, red 
Shale, sandy, brown 
Rock, sandy, red, show of water from 1,500-1,505 
feet 
Shale, sandy, brown; thin hard layers, water at 
70 feet sbove former level 
Rock,. hard, red 
Shale, brown; with thin gypsum layers 
Sand, hard 




Shale, sandy, hard 
Limestone 
Limestone, brown 

















































~D-15-11212cda-1. Continued (D-15-11)l2cda-1. Continued 
~ Thickness ~ ~ Thickness Depth 
Limestone, sandy, hard 12 1,662 Limestone, brown 5 1,900 
Limestone, hard 12 1,674 L1mefJtol1e. 8ray 15 1,915 
Limestone, sandy, hard 12 1,686 Limestone, brown 5 1,920 
Sandstone and limestone 12 1,698 Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 10 1,930 
Limestone, sandy, hard 12 1,710 Shale, brown; bailed water 15 1,945 
Limestone 10 1,720 Limestone, thin, 
to 1,950 feet 
hard and shale, bailed water 10 1,955 
Limestone, sandy, hard, red 10 1,730 
Limestone, gray, shale and thin, hard layers 15 1,970 
Limestone, sandy, hard 10 1,740 
Limestone, blue, hard 15 1,985 
Shale, red; thin, hard layers 10 1,750 
Sand, 8ray 10 1,995 
Limestone, hard, red 10 1,760 Sand, hard, sharp, gray 20 2,015 
Limestone, red; thin, hard layers ' 10 1,770 Sand, gray 20 2,035 
Limestone, hard, red 5 1,775 Sand, hard, gray 15 2,050 
L1Jnestone, red; thin, hard lay!Ors 10 1,785 Sand, sharp, I!AsY " 50 2,100 
Limestone, red 10 1,795 Sand, hard, green 10 2,110 
Limestone, hard, red 1,797 .: 
25 2,135 Sand, hard, sharp, gray 
Rock, thin, hard; light show of heavy oil 3 1,800 
Shale, gray; and thin, hard layers 15 2,150 
Shale, sandy red 5 1,805 Shale, gray and red banded 7 2,157 
Limestone, red 10 1,815 Rock, red 8 2,165 
Shale, brown; thin, hard layers, caving 10 1,825 
Limestone, hard, brown 15 2,180 
Shale and thin, hard layers, caving 10 1,835 
Limestone, red and gray 15 2,195 
Shale, brown, thin, hard layers, caving 10 1,845 
Limestone, thin, hard 10 2,205 
Shale, brown, caving 17 1,862 
Rock, hard, red 10 2,215 
Shale, brown, and thin, hard layers, caving 28 1,890 
Sand, hard, red 30 2,245 
II Limestone, thin, hard 1/ 5 1,895 
Sand, hard, brown 10 2,255 
74 75 
I. 
(1)-15-11) 12cda-l. -Continued 
Sand. hard, red 





Shale, dark red 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, dark brown, and thin, hard layers 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, brown; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 
~~le, sandy, dark; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, dark red; and thin, hard. layers 
Shale, sandy, dark brown 
Shale, dark red; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, sandy, dark 
Rock, red; and thin, hard layers 
Rock, soft, red 
Shale, gray 
Limestone, hard, gray 
Shale, gray; and thin, hard gypsum layers 
Shale, gray; and thin, hard layers 
Limestone, blue 



























































Shale, gray and gypsum 
Shale, gray and brown 
Limestone, hard, thin, gray 
Limes tone. hard 
Limestone, gray 
Limestone, sandy, hard, dark 
Limestone, hard 
Limes tone, hard, gray 
Sand, red, sharp 
Sand, very fine, hard, dark gr~y. First show 
show of ~ at 3,093 feet ' 
t ......... 
Sand, hard, gray; and limestone, slight increase 
in gas 




• ,.lie. r.Jp-'J.y 
tested at 2,780,OOO.~. Shut in 







































Sand. coarse, mixed 
Sand, gray, sharp 
Shale, soft, gray 
Sand and shale, mixed 
Shale, hard gray 
Shale, red 
Rock., thin, hard 
Shale , sandy red 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 
Sbale, gray 
Shale, sandy, gray 
Sand, hard, gray 
Sand, hard; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, dark; and thin, hard layers 
Shale, gray and red; 'and thin, hard layers 
Shale, hard, red 
Shale, sandy, gray 
Limestone, sandy. hard 
Shale, sandy, hard, gray and red 
Shale, sandy, red 


























































Sand, hard, fresh water, 1 barrel (42 ~)/hour 
Sand , 
Sand, hard 
Sand, fine, hard 
Sand, coarse 
Shale, sandy, red 
Rock., thin, hard 
Sand, hard, red 
Sand, fine, hard, red 
Sand, hard, red, brackish water 
400 feet below drilling floor 
Shale, sandy, hard, brown 
Shale, sandy, red and brown 
Sand, red; and thin, hard laye'~s 
Limes tone, sandy, red 
Shale, hard; and gyps ... 
Sand, hard, red 
Limes tone, sandy, hard 
Shale , sandy, hard 
Sand, hard , red 
Shale f sandy, hard 
Sand, soft 
Sand , hard , red 
Limestone, sandy, hard 


















































~~15-ll212dbc-1.--Continued (~15-ll) 12dbc-1. -Continued 
~ ~ Depth !!!!S!r;!!! Thickness Depth 
Liaestone, sandy, hnd 7 1,567 Shale, hard, red; and thin, hard layers Jlflf' 1,875 
L1.ate~ tone, hard, red 8 1,575 Sha1~, re~ 40 1,915 
Limestone, sandy, red 10 1,585 Shale, sandy, red 35 1,950 
Sand, hard, red 17 1,602 Shale, sandy, red and green 40 1,990 
Shale, sandy, hard 8 1,610 Shale, sandy, gray 20 2,010 
Sand, red; and limestone 8 1,618 Sand, gray 10 2,020 
Limes tone J hard, pink 12 1,630 Limestone, sandy, hard, gray 20 2,040 
Limes tone, crystalline, pink 2 1,632 Sand, gt"ay 30 2,070 
Shale, Hmey, red 6 1,638 Sand, yellow 10 2,080 
Rock, thin, hard, red 6 1,644 Sand, hard, gray and yellow ;it1'fO 2,120 
Shale, red; and flint 6 1,650 Sand, sbaley, green " 20 2,140 
Rock, thin, hard 2 1,652 Rock, thin, hard; and shale 13 2,153 
Shale, sandy, white 3 1,655 Sand, hard, red; and thin, hard layers 457 2,610 
," 
Conglomerate, show of oil 14 1,669 Sand, reddish brown 40 2,650 
Sand, shaley, hard 
"";": 10 1,679 Shale, sandy, red 
"':: 
20 2,670 
Rock, shaley, thin, hard 5 1,684 Shale, soft, red; and thin, hard layers 50 2,720 
Shale; and thin, har.d layers 25 1,709 Shale, sandy, gray 55 2,775 
Shale, hard; and thin, hard layers 4 1,713 Shale, sandy, pinkish gray 20 2,795 
Shal e, red 5 1,718 Limestone, hard, gray 15 2,810 
Shale, pink; and thin, hard layers 4 1,722 Shale, sandy, gray 20 2,830 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 21 1,743 Shale, hard, gray 15 2,845 
Sand, hard ; and shale 7 1,750 Gypsum, shaley, gray 37 2,882 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 25 1,775 Shale, hard, gray 18 2,900 
Shale, sandy, hard 
" 
7 1,782 Gypsum, shaley, hard, gray 1/ 20 2,920 
Shale, red; and thin, hard layers 44 1,826 
80 II- 81 \\ 
(1)-15- ll)12c1bc-1.-Continued 
Material 
Shale, gray and pink 
Sand, bard, red; and thin, hard layers 
Sand, hard, brown 
Sand, gray; and limestone 
Sand, white 
Limestone, sandy, hard, gray 
Sand, very hard, dark gray 
Limestone, sandy, brown 
Sand, hard, reddish 
Sand, hard, gray and yellow banded. Cas 
encountered at estimated 20,OOO,0J0 c-&,c r..fpu J.y. 
Filled hole with water to control gas. 
Sand, hard, dark gray 
Sand, blue. Show of heavy black oil 
Sand, hard , light gray 
Sand , hard, light gray 
Shale, b lue, very s t i cky 
Sand and shale, very, hard, gray 
Sand, gray; and thin, har d layers 
Sand, light gray 













































Shale, hard, blue 
Conglomerate, hard 
Clay, hard , white 
Sandstone, porous 
Crave1 and coarse 
Log by owner. ' l~ Alu 5,758. 







sand 14 72 
83 
(D-19-l0115bac-1. Log by Conway&.11.r. AldJs,6l5. 
Soil, br own 
Sand, muddy red 
Shale, red 
Shale, red, sandy 
Shale, light to dark red 
Shale, red, medium to hard 
Sandstone, light, hard 
Sandstone, medium. hard , brown 
Shale, limy, alternating medium to hard 
Limestone, very hard , light 
Shale, limy, gray 
Shale, blue-gray 
SJ..J.,J,,-. 
Shale, limy, gray 
Shale, brown 
Sands tone, sof t, dark gray; water 
Sands tone, limy , ligh t 
Sands tone , ligh t 







































(D-19-l2)30bba-1. Sample log by J.II. Hood. Alt;"~,182~. 
~ Thickness 
Limestone, gray, and pale gray siltstone, with about 10 
3 inches of soil on top 
. ... . 
Siltstone, bright red, and some limestone 
Siltstone, pale yellow 
s".,bt"w,I;iJir-...J1i., <I<r( Ii.. 1; r...-r.wJ 
Sandstone, pale ocherous yellow, very fine to fine-
grained, well-sorted 
Sands one, tan, very fine to fine-grained, silty 
Sandstone, light brown to light yellow-brown, very 
fine to fine-grained 
Sandstone, pale gray-tan, very fine grained 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to fine-grained 
Sandstone, light orange-brown, very fine to fine-
grained 
Sandstone, pale gray-tan, very fine to fine-grained 
Sandstone, pale yellow-brown,. very fine to fine-
grained 
Sandstone, tan , very fine to fine-grained 
Sands tone, pale gray, very fine to fine-grained 
Sandstone, tan, very fine to fine-grained 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to fine-grained 
Sands tone, tan 





































(J)-19-12) 30bba-l--Con t inued 
Material 
Sandstone, tan, very fine to fine-grained 
Sandst,on~, pale tan-gray , very fine to ftne-grained 
Siltstone, sandy, maroon , and sandstone, very fine 
to medium-grained 
Sandstone, maroon, very fine to fine-grained; cuttings 
slightly damp at 520 feet 
Sandstone, pale brown, and many very small fragments 
of maroon siltstone 
Sandstone, pale orange-brown, very fine to fine-
grained; cuttings damp when recovered 
Sandstone, pale maroon, very fine to fIne-grained 
and maroon siltstone: cuttings damp; few drops of 









Note: This hole, drilled with air, was dry through the entire Navajo section. 
The 01. blew away a s ubstantial amount of fines 8S dust. This megascopic 
e.xamination indicates a monotonous lithology altered mainly by color changes. 
Little was seen in the way of radical grain-size changes or secondary miner-
als such as iron, quartz, calCite, and gypsum. Consequently, the cuttings 
were considered an ideal set to test the indefinite conclusicn that the Nava-
jo Sandstone has a consisten't grain-size change with depth in the formation. 
Samples were selected at seeming lithologic changes to represent the entire 
suite of samples; I'i . samples were split and sent to the Central Labor-
atory, Denver, for sieving. See tarde Z for results of sieve analysis. 
(J)-19-13)21cbd-1. Sample log by J.W. Hood. 
Soil , brown, bit-cut tan siltstone, and fine gravel 
Siltstone, red, bit-cut tan siltstone and fine gravel 
Siltstone, gray, with thin layers of red color 
S1l ts tone, gray 
Sandstone, tan, fine-grained, very silty 
Siltstone, finely bit-cut, grayish tan: cuttings damp 
at 57 feet; small all!ount of water at 59 feet; c,ranged 
f rom air to foam 
Limestone, gray and interbedded gray siltstone 













Limestone, red and light gray, and red siltstone 
S11tstone ~ red, E\nd hard, ~_ight brown very fine- to 
medium-grained bit- cut sandstone fragments 
Sandstone, tan, and (cavings of 1), gray limestone 
and red siltstone 
Sandstone, light brown, very fine- to medium-grained 
and (cavings of?) limestone 
Sandstone, light brown, very fine- to medium-grained 
and (cavings of?) limestone: sandstone more friable; 
test hole definitely producing water at 170 feet 
Sandstone, light orange-brown, very fine- to medium-
grained, friable, with limestone fragments: amount 
of vater produced gradually increased 
Sandstone, light brown, very fine- to fine-grained', 
well sorted, friable, with fragments of limestone 
and red siltstone 
Sandstone, pale brown, very ~,ine- to fine-grained, 
veIl sorted 
Sandstone, tan, very fine- to fine-grained, with 
some red siltstone and limestone caytngs 
Sandstone , tan, very fine- to fine-grained, with 
some red siltstone and limestone cavings with 
specks of white pr.ecipita tes 
Sands tone, tan, very f ine- to fine-grained, with 
some red siltstone and limestone cavings with 
specks of white precipltate~~Otth thin !ayer of 
well-cemented very fine-grained sandstone: specific 
frfnductance of water W45 690 m;uO,.ftcj,,.,. «At~~,J t6 ·u[,iid 
Sandstone , tan, very fine- to fine-grained, with some 
red siltstone and limestone fragements 
Sandstone, tan , very ftne- to fine-grained, silty, 















Sands tone, tan, very f tne- to fine-grained, sil tJ', 10 
with white precipitates.J_ red siltstone.Jand thin 
layers of well-cemented- very ftne-grained sandstone: 
at 310 feet , discharge estimated to be 30"o-",.;..f.: 
temperature 15.5't./o1 pH 7.8: specific conductance 690...uo..b,... 


















(o..20-10)6bdd-1. Sample log by J . lI~ Hood. A1.o;"I.5 , 260. 
Material 
Clay, silty brownish gray , and fine to mediwn gravel 
G:ravel, fine to coarse, bit-cut, ~urflcial material 
caved and made the setting of su~face pipe diffi-
cult: water at 22-23 feet: drilled with thick mud 
Siltstone, gray . clayey, and gray limestone 
Limestone, gray. and some gray, sandy siltston~ 
~
Siltstone, red, gray limestone and some light gray 
sandstone 
Siltstone, red, gray limestcne P!ld some light gray 
sandstone: 80M. generally pale~#t8rn above, with 
gypsum 
Limestone, gray and some red siltstone: drilling 
fluid subsided to 8 feet overnight: changed to 
air drilling 
Limes tone and gray silts tone 
~1me9 tone, gray 
Limestone, gray, red siltstone, and some sandstone: 
hole producing water; temperature 16.7,'c.I' ;f specific 
conduc tance ~5 , 220 ..... r.. ,.or -t;..tu. ,J ~~c.t.M. 
Siltstone, red, limestone and some sands tone 
Sandstone, brown, with much red siltstone 
Sandstone, brown, with small fragments of red silt-
stone 
Sandstone, brown , very fine- to fine-grained with a 
few fragments of black limes tone 
Sandstone, brown, very fine- to fine-grained with a 
few frapents of l i mes tone and red siltstone (ca-
vings 1): at approximately 200 feet j Spec1f1c con-
ductance was about 4,000 I, . : water increasing 
~,.,'-"..J;,JZ·aI,"", 
Sandstone, muddY\"vayish brown, with fewer cavings: 
water increasing~nearlY clear • . 
Sandstone, pale orange brown, very fine- to medium-
grained, with small fragments of red siltstone: 
water level 4.4 feet below land surface or about 






















Sandstone, grayish brown, very fine- to fine-grained, 
with very ~i~ fragments of red siltstone: estimated 
·30,.I4:r, ·p,,~: .. trom hole with airlift: specific conduc-
tance 1,417 at l6.9 4 te.ls od 1''''' /~~ ... A., pe~ C t!-L-I , -"'.h.r 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine- to medium-grained 
with very fine fragments of red siltstone 
Sandstone, gray-grown , very fine- to fine-grained: 
changed to drilling with clear river water 
Sandstone, pale grayish tan, very fine- to fine-
grained, with specks of white precipitates 
Sandstone , pale brown, very fine- to fine-grained, 
with specks of white precipitates and very fine 
fragments of red siltstone 
Sandstone, very pale brown to tan very fine- to 
fine-grained 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine- to fine-grained, 
with very fine fragments of red siltstone 
Sandstone, pale brown , very ~ine- to fine-grained 
with very fine fragments of 'red siltston~h .. .L 
many white flakes of white precipitates--probab1y 
gypsum or calcite 











10 ' ~ 
Not{. : Af ter completion of hole, water flowed at estimated.., ,.1I~pcr' overnight , 
until packer set for test. Temperature 13.0-oI';'! specific conductance 870~ F 
-'; .... -'Z'e.&.. 
f5e 89 
(1)-20-l0)7dcb-1. Log summarized from sample descriptions by K. Reaves. Alti-
tude 5,558. 
No sample 
Shale. very calcareous. variegated; and dense 
limestone, no porosity or permeability 
Sandstone, slightly calcareous, fine to medium 
grained; sub-rounded; moderately sorted, orange 
to white, thin clay interbeds, and brick red 
shale; fair to good porosity and permeability 
and no sample from 260-290 feet 
Siltstone, very sandy, slightly calcareous, grey 
green; and slightly calcareous. fine to medium 
grained, sub-rounded, moderately sorted, orange 
to white, fair to good porosity and permeability 
Sandstone, slightly calcareous, fine to medium 
grained, sub-rounded, moderately to poorly sorted 
friable, orange to white, fair to good porosity 
and permeability 
Sandstone, slightly calcareous, fine to medium 
grained, sub-rounded, moderately to poorly sorted 
friable, orange to white, fair to good porosity 
and permeability; and very shaley, slightly 
calcareous, variegated sandstone, very fine to 
medium grained, poorly sorted. poor porosity and 
permeabili ty . 
Sandstone. fine grained, moderately sorted, 
8ub-angular to sub-rounded, whi te; some orange 
chalky sand with anhydrite; fair porosity and 
permeabili ry 
Sandstone, fine grained . moderately sorted, 
8ub-angular to sub-rounded, white, fair 
porosity and permeability ; with reddish brown, 
very fine grained, very argillaceous sandstone, 
poor porosity and permeability 
Siltstone, reddish brown; with white, fine 
grained, moderately sorted, sub-angular to 
sub-rounded sands tone and interbedded white, 
chalky anhydrite 
Sandstone , silty, reddish, fine to medium 
grained, sub-rounded, well cemented; with 















(1)-20-10) 7dcb-l. -Continued 
Material 
Sandstone, silty, pale red, fine to medium 
grained, sub-rounded, well cemented; with some 
pal~ grayish green clay and gray shale 
Sandstone, white to pale yellow, medium to fine 
grained, poorly sorted, fair porosity and per-
meability 
Sandstone, fine to medium grained, white to 
reddish, shaley to silry; some clay 
Sandstone, fine · to medium grained, white to pale 
reddish, shaley to slightly silty; some clay 
Sandstone, pale pink to red, fine grained, sub-
angular to sub-rounded; some brick red shale 
Sandstone, pale pink to red, fine grained, sub-
angular to sub-rounded; with white, chalky 
anhydrite 
Sandstone,- fine grained, pale green, with gleen 
interbedded clay; and white to pale pink, fine 
grained, sub-angular to sub-rounded sandstone; 
green to grayish green sand; and brick red 
shale and siltstone 
Shale, green to grayish green and reddish brown 
to brick red; red siltstone; some fl~e grained, 
pale green sands tone 
Shale, red to brick red; siltstone; and some pale 
green shale 
Shale and siltstone, rad to brick red 
Shale and siltstone, red to brick red : green to 
pale green shale; and dense, buf f to gray 
dolomite 














50 · 1,400 
91 
())"20-10) 7dcb-l. --Con tinued 
Material Thickness 
Shale and siltstone, red to brick red; and white 30 
to pale pink, well cemented, sub-angular to 
sub-rounded, fine to medium grained sandstone. 
DO porosity or permeability, some pale grayish 
green shale and white anhydrite from 1,420-1,430 
feet 
Sandstone, fine to coarse, white to gray, sub- 60 
rounded, hard, black dead hydro-carbon residue 
on and between some grains; and red to brick 
red and pale green shale and Siltstone; fair to 
poor porosity and permeability 
Sandstone, fine to coarse, hard, white to gray. 50 
Bub-rounded, well cemented, slightly calcareous, 
infilled with anhydrite; with red and greenish 
gray shale 
Sandstone, fine to coarse, slightly conglomeratic, 
hard, white to gray. sub-rounded, well cemented, 
slightly calcareous, infilled with anhydrite; 
and gray to white, dense limestone; no porosity 
or permeability 
Sh~le. variegated; dense, pyritic, white to gray 
limestone; and fine to coarse, slightly conglom-
eratiC, hard , white to gray, sub-rounded, well 
cemented, slightly calcareous sandst.o!'e 
Siltstone, brown; and variegated shale 
Siltstone, green to reddish brown; variegated 
shale; some buff, dense, sandy dolomi te; some 
aDhydrite; no porosi ty or permeability 
Dolomite, hard, dense, buff; some anhydrite; 
green to reddish brown siltstone; variegated 
shale; no porosity or permeability 
Siltstone and shale, reddish brown; hard, dense, 
buff, s andy dolomite; variegated shale; some 


















())..20-10) 7dcb-l. --Continued 
Material 
Siltstone, reddish brown 
S11t~tone, reddish brown; variegated shale; and 
:lenS", buff, silry dolomite 
Dolomite, silty, gray, dense; and reddish brown 
siltstone 
Siltstone, red to reddish brown; some buff 
to light gray, silty, dolomite 
Shale, gray; soft, very pyritic dolomite; with 
red shale and red to reddish brown siltstone 
Siltstone, dark brown to black, interbedded with 
snbydrite 
Sbale, light gray to grayish green, very pyritic; 
and dark brown to black siltstone 
Sbale, light gray to grayi sh green, very pyritic 
Shale, ligh t gray to grayish green; and brown to 
black anhydritic siltstone 
Shale, light gray to grayish peen, very pyritic 
Shale, variegated, pyritic 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, PY~itic, 
with nodules 
Shale, light gray to ,grayish green, pyritic 
slightly micaceous 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, pyritic, 
slightly micaceous; and brown mottled, slightly 
to very calcareous, very pyritic, fine grained 
sandstone; poor to no porosity and permeability 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, very pyritic 
slightly micaceous, slightly calcareous; some 
brown mottled, slightly to very calcareous, 
very pyritic, fine grained 8ands~e; no porosity 




















(0-20-10) 7dcb-l . ..,-Continued 
Material 
Shale, light grayish green, very pyritic, mica-
ceous; some brown mottled, slightly to very 
calcareous ...... ~ery pyrlt~l' fine grained sand-
stone. 80",-shal~ , 20,.-san<!\,tone from 1,850-
1,860 feet; 90~hale, l0f"Sandstone from 
1,860-1,870 feet 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, very pyritic 
with pyrite nodules, slightly micaceous, 
slightly calcareous 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, very 
pyritic, slightly micaceous 
Shale, light gray to grayish green, very pyritic 
slightly micaceous; and sub-angular, well 
cemented, poorly sorted, fine grained, white to 
blue mottled, calcareous sandstone to sandy 
limestone; poor porosity and permeability 
Limestone, gray to dark gray, dense, pyritic; some 
oolitic and pelletal dark gray, dense, argilla-
ceous limestone 
LiDiestone, gray to light gray, pelleted to dense, 
fair porosity and permeability" 
Limestone and dolomite, light gray to white, dense, 
no porosity or permeability 
Shale, light gray, very pyritic; interbedded with 
brown micaceous shale 
Shale, light gray to white, very pyritic, contains 
pyrite nodules, micaceous 
Shale, light gray to white, very pyritic, contains 
pyrite nodules, micaceous; and brown, micaceous, 
very pyritic siltstone 
Shale, pale gray, very pyritic 
Siltstone, very pyritic, very micaceous 
Shale. pale gray, very pyri tic; and very micaceous 
































(0-20-10) 7dcb-l. --Con tinued 
Shale, light gray, calcareous, pyritic, micaceous; 10 
interbedded with calcareous, sha1ey, light brown 
to brown, oolitic, pelletal, fine grained, well 
cemented siltstone and sandstone; poor porosity 
and permeabili ty 
Shale, light gray, very pyritic, contains pyrite 10 • 
crystals and nodules; grades t o Siltstone; poor 
porosity and permeability 
Siltstone, brown oil-stained; light gray , very 10 
pyritic shale 
Shale, light gray, very pyritic; brown oil-stained 10 
siltstone 
Limestone, gray to dark brown, oolitic, abundant 10 
chert; some light gray, pyritic 9hale; no 
porosity or permeability 
Limestone, dolomitic, oolitic, f ragmental, pelletal 
black stain between fragments, pinpoint vugular 
porosity; white to bluish white chert; very poor 
porosity and permeability 
Limestone and dolomite, white to gray, dense, 
fragmental, some dead oil stain; some clear 
bluish-white chert; no porosity or pe.rmeability 
Limestone, white to gray, dense, fragmental, some 
dead oil stain; fine-grained, calcareous sand-
stone 
Sandstone, fine grained, very calcareous; pelletal 
















(D-20-14)llcba-l. Log by W. F. Burns Co. Alti\~,498. (D-20-14) llcba- l. Continued 
. 
Material Thickness Depth ~ Thickness ~ 
Sand, gray 5 Sand, gray; slight show of va ter 162 870 
Conglomerate 58 63 Sand, white; slight show of oil 10 880 
Sand, gray; first water 5 68 SlUld, hard gray; wa ter filled 150 feet of hole 5 885 
Slate, blue; caves slowly but does not preven t 182 250 Rock, red 20 905 
drilling; set lO-inch casing 
Sand, red 5 910 
Talc 40 290 Sand, gray 10 920 
Sand, white ; second water 6 296 Sand, red and white 25 945 
Slate, blue 10 306 Sand, red 20 965 
{Rock, red 14 320 Sand, hard white; more water 35 1,000 
Sand, white; water 12 332 Sand, 80£ t gray; more water 20 1,020 
Slate 8 340 Sand, soft, white; well flowing · 15 1,035 
Sand, white; water 5 345 Sand, hard, gray 35 1,070 
Conglomerate 5 350 Shale, red 15 1,085 , . 
.. 
10 360 Slate, green Sand, white; flow increased 5 1,090 
Sand, gray 10 370 Sand, hard, red ..,...: 25 1,115 :-
SI. te, green 12 382 
Sand, red 18 1,133 
Sand, green; water 45 427 
Rock, red; set 61t;-inch casing 12 1,145 
Rock, red 8 435 
Sand, soft, "hite 10 1,155 
Sand, gray 55 490 
Sand , hard, white 25 1,180 
Rock, red; caves 10 500 Sand , 80ft, white 45 1,225 s-/.,"'I' !10 .590 
Gypsum 18 608 Sand, hard , red 10 · 1,235 
Slate, white 10 618 Sand, 80ft, sharp , red 50 1,285 
Sand, red 85 703 Sand, sharp, gray 10 1,295 
Slate, red; set 8it;-inch casing 5 708 Sand, hard, black ; 8 1,303 ; 
96 97 
Q1:20-l4l11cba-l. -Continued 
Katerial Thickness Depth 
Alabaster 4 1,307 
Sand. bard., red 8 1,315 
Sand, 80ft, red 10 1,325 
Shale, purple 10 1,335 
II 
98 
(D-22-l0l33abc-l. Log by Utah Department of Transportation. Alt",lJo, ,120. 
• 
Material 
Sandatone, gray to buff 
San~tone, gray with thin beds of shale 
Sandstone, homogeneous, fine- to medium-grained 
Sanda tone , fine-grained 
Shale, sandy 
Sandatone, very fine-grained 
Shale, limy 
Sanda tone 








































Shale and thin sandstone 3.5 
s.Ddatone, ' silty and thin-bedded shale 4.5 
Sandstone limy and sandy shale 28 
Sandstone silty and some shale 3 
Limestone, light gray 17 
Limestone, fossiliferous, and shale 5 
Shale, thin-bedded limy and shaly sandstone 102 
Limestone, and sandy limestone with geodes 105 
Sandrtone, medium- to coarse-grained 22 
.<.D-22-13) 35bcd-2. Sample log by J.W. Hood. Ald~,SlO~. 
Sandstone, ocherous yellow, very fine~ to flne-
grained; small amount of road fill ' 4t top 
Sandstone, white, very fine- to fine-grained 
Sandstone, white, very fine- to fine-grained and 
very fine- to medium-grained, pale yellow with 
iron inclusions 
Sandstone, pale gray very fine- to fine-grained 


























I..s.tone, pale tant very fine- to fine-grained 
aDd l1&ht brown, very fine- to fine-gra1Ded 
~atone, pale gray, very fine-grained 
I..s.tone, light yeUov-brown, very fine- to fine-
~ained 
, 
~tone, gray, very fine- to 'fine-grained, with 
fua whit .. fragments of vein filling; cuttings , 
_ damp at 115 feet 
lall4atone, tm, very fina- to fina-grained, silty 
lanclatone, pale grayish tan, very fine- to fine-
arained 
I..s.tone, pale grayish tan, and ocherous rellOV, 
'Niy fine- to fine-grained 
Ianclatone, pale grayish tan, very fine- to fina-
~ained: at 170 feet, after adding drill stem, 
driller reported drilling only "an inch or so" 








emtly came fro~ an open fracture 20 
Sanclstone, pale brown, very fine- to fine-grained 
with a few fragments of red siltstone 20 
Sanclstone, light brown to brown, very fin~ to fine-
~a1ned; some road-fill cavings; spe~1fic conduct- . 
ance l,3l0,..u...... - ...... 1.., ,. .... ~_·It_c:l, .. .. ,. ~·~.h,., 10 
lands tone , light brown eo brown, very fine- to fine-
arained; sooe road-fill cavings and some small 
frasment8 of white vein filling: water level, afeer 
overnight .recovery, 137 feet below land surface 10 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine- to fine-grained, 
with a few very small iron-stained sandstone aggre-
sates and some ocherous yellow fragments 40 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine- to fine-grained 
with aome ocherous yellow fragments and a larger 
lUlllber of iron-stained aggregates than above 10 


























SllDd8~ODe, gray and tan, very fine to fine-grained, 
with a few small fragments of red siltstone and 
white vein filling 
Sandstone, gray and tan, very fine to fine-grained 
with a few small fra&!,,~n~s of red siltston"'_"J~ 
white vein filling ~a few angular fragments 
of dense silica-cemented sandstone 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to fine-grained 





Hote: Drilled in mouth of canyon where access trail enters canyon . Because 
of space restrictions drilled in edge of trail track. where road fill may be 
as much as 2 feet thick. From about 100 feet down. sand ejected from hole 
vas damp, but no free water apparent until 170 feet where hole started pro-
ducing water, and water level later was 137 feet below land surface ~. 
Apparently hole penetrated an open fracture. Final water sample at 310 feet: d ... ~emperature l7.5·~ pH 7.3; specific conductance 1.290 .... _l..pr .... :~ .I2S·azt;.. 
,. 
Q!:22-l4~15aac-1. Log by H. & H. Drilling. Inc. Alt·,\~.275. 
~ Thickness Depth 
Sandstone, white 5 5 
Mudstone, brown 25 30 
Mudstone, gray 10 40 
Sandstone, gray 15 55 
Mudstone, brown 20 75 
Sandstone, gray 30 105 
Mudstone, brown 3 108 
Sandstone. white 7 115 
Mudstone, brown II 3 118 
Sandstone, gray 22 140 
Mudstone, brown 20 160 
Sandstone, brown 20 180 
102 
Q!:22-14)28ddd-1. Log by R. R. Phillips. 
~ 
Sand and gravel; shallow water · 
Sbal~. red and gray 
Sand and gray shale; water and increasing amount 






40 • 265 
Note: Well would flow like a geyser for a few minutes only when well was 
bailed 
(D-22-l4Plddb-1. Log by O. R. Anderson. "\y. .. AItl 4.290. 
Material 
Gravel, coarse 
Gravel and quicksand 
Shale. sandy. red 
Sand, red, coarse; water 
Sandstone, red, fin~grained 
Sand, soft, red; water 
Shale, red 
Sandstone, white; water 
























(~23-8) 3bab-1. Log by Utah Department of Transportation. 
!!!!!!!!! Thickness Depth 
Gyp ..... and shale. weathered 8 8 
Gyp ...... . gray and thin-bedded shale 16 24 
Shale. hard gray 9. 5 33.5 
Gyp ...... sandy gray 23.5 57 
Gypsua, white, pure 2.5 59 . 5 
Shale. gray 2 61.5 
GypSUID, white, pure 3.5 65 
Shale. gray 7.5 72.5 
Gyp ...... gray with thin-bedded shale 7 79.5 
Shale with thin gypsum beds 12.5 92 
Shale. red and siltstone 1.5 93.5 
Shale and some gypsum beds 13 106.5 
Shille. hard . brown-gray 5 111.5 
Gyps ..... "hite 3 114.5 
Shale wi th some gypsum beds 20. 5 135 
Gypsum. white 3.5 138.5 
Sample missing 10 148.5 
Shale . soft red and mudstone 1.5 150 
Shale . gray 4 154 
Shal'd, soft red 2 156 
Shale , gray 9 165 
Shale. red 8.5 173.5 
Shale, gray limy 52 225.5 
Shale. hard . gray and shaly limes tone Ii 69.5 295 
Limes tone, sandy 5 300 
104 
(~23-8) 7dbd-1. Log by Utah Department of Transportation. Alt; 5.515. 
1 t .. 
Sand. silty 
Sand and gravel 
Sand and gravel, coarse-grained and a small 
boulder 






(D-23-l0)l2ddd-1o Log by C. A. McKinnon. Ald-t.850. 
Meterial 
Soil. red 
Limestone and shale, red; small amount of water 
Shale. gray limy 
Shale. brown limy 
Shaly. gray limy 
Shale. brown 











' (~2i-14)25bca-1. Sample log by J ; :W. Hood. Alti\~160~. 
t"'i't~J Sand, loose, red, silty . Hole water 
near 20 feet. Started drilling with mud 
. Siltstone, red, sandy 
Sandstone, cream-colored, very fine-grained , 
silty 
Do., and red , very fine-grained, silty sandstone 
Sandstone, white, very fine to fine-grained, silty 
Sandstone, white and red , very fine to fine-grained, 
with silts tone 
Ii 
Sandstone, white, v ery fine to medium-grained, with 
red siltstone 
Do. Mainly fine to medium-grained and better 
sorted than above 
Do. Mainly fine to slightly coarse-grai ned . Drill-


































120 1 05 
(D-q'o14)25bca-l-Continued 
Material 
Suldstone, white to grayish tan, fine to slightly 
coarae-grained with red siltstone 
00,;' , . b~t pale brown to gray 
Suldstone, light reddish brown, very fine to medi.-
grained 
Do., but silty 
Saudstone, pale brown to gray. very fine to medium-
grained, with many specks of red siltstone. 
Sandstone, pale tan, very fine to fine-grained, well 
sorted, with a few fragments of red siltstone 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to medium-grained, 
well sorted. Losing some mud to formation 
Sandstone, light brown, very fine to medi.-grained, 
vell sorted, with a few small fragments of dark 
siltstone . 
Sandstone, pale tan, very fine to medium-grained 
with a few fragments of dark siltstone 
Sandstone, pale tan, very fi~e to fine-grained, 
with a few small fragments of red siltstone 
Sandstone, light brown, very fine t~ medium-
grained, with a few small fragments of red 
siltstone. Had to add material to mud to 
decrease loss of drilling fluid 
Sandstone, pale tan , very fine to medium-grained 
' Siltstone, cream-colored, sandy, with much evapo-
ritic mineral fragments 
Sandstone, dark brown, with small fragments of 
dark siltstone and gypS1m' 
Siltstone, red-brown, with small fragments of 
BYPSUDl and some s ~md 
Gypsum, finely cut up, with red-brown siltstone 
and some sand 
























Siltstone, dark reddish brown, sand, and finely 
cut gypsum. Section from 300-360 feet hard. 
. Changed to button bit. 
. , ~ ., 
Sandst~ne, brown, fine to medium-grained, with 
some brown siltstone and finely cut gypsum 
Sadatone, brown, very fine to medium-grained, 
with traces of brown siltstone and gypsum 
Sandstone, brown, very fine to fine-grained with 
traces of brown siltstone and gypsum 
Do., but brownish gray 
Sandstone, gray limy, and gray limestone 
Limestone, gray, finely cut, with some tan, very 
fine to fine sand 
Limestone, gray, finely cut, some very fine to 
fine1>~.~and and red siltstone. Siltstone 
d 440-450 feet 
. ~ilt8tone. red, Ind very fine to fine-gralne~ .... sand-
stone (Sample ~ about 10-20 feet?). At 4l!Q feet 
penetration rate increased rapidly 
Sandstone, white, very fine to medl~grained, 
with many small fragments of dark red siltstone 
Sandstone , tan, very fine to fine-grained, with 
DLaIly specks of whl te evapori tea, well sorted. 
Some fragments of red siltstone at 490-500 feet. 
At 490 feet, mud level in hole did not subside 
while adding drill stem. Mud is thinning 
Sandstone, pale tao, very fine to fine-grained with 
fine specks of red siltstone at 500-520 feet, 
increasing to about 40 percent of sample at 5)0-530, 
again decreasing to less than 5 percent at 5/f'k560 feet 
and about 10 percent at 560-570 feet, with some 
flakes of white evaporite. Mud level rose during 
change of drill stem at 510 feet~ -.I at 550 feet 
hole vas definitely flowing 
II 
Sandstone, very pale brown, very fine-grained with 
;f-:-little red siltstone 
Sandstone, pale tan, very fine to mediu~grained, 
with about 10 percent red siltstone and white 
avaporHe at 580 to 610 feet. Drilling fluid now 































Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to fine grained 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to mediu~gralned, 
with less than 10 percent red siltstone and white 
. flakes of evaporite 
Sandstone, pale brown, very fine to fine-grained, 




Sandstone, pale yellowish brown, very fine to fine- • 10 
grained 
Saadstone, pale tan, very fine to medi~grained, 
with about 10 percent red siltstone and white flakes 
of evaporite 
M Do., with little rel!.tsiltstone at 670-680, about 10 
percent at 680-690rand ~ to l~ss than 5 
percent at 700-710 feet. Hole flowing. Temperature 
10 
40 
17.5, '; specific conductance, 908";"..J- ..,uJ;..ir J ts·(./,;~, 
.~ . 
~Q(Pf23-l4)36bdd-1. Sample log by J. W. Hood. Altl-t,120.~ 
r~ ~<;~;-J.A . Material 
J;('~ Soil, thin red, over fine to medium-grained silry 
red sandstone and very fine to fin~-gralned pale 
,,, yellow sands tone 
Sands tone, pale yellow very fine to medium-grained 
very friable 
Do., with some oc:herous yellow to pale red friable 
sandstone 
5.mdstone, light reddish brown fine to medium-
grained, with a few fragments of pale grayish 
green shale. Water at about 35 feet 
Sandstone, light reddish to dark brown, fine to 
medium grained, with fragments of red sandy 
siltstone 
Sandstone, medium. brownish red, very fine to fine-
grained. A few fragments of gray shale • 

























(D-23-l4) 36bdd-l--Con tinued 
Thickness 
Sandstone, pale reddish brown to light brown, with 
. • , .f"1' . fragments of dark red siltstone 
Sandstone, light yellow to tan, very fine to fine-
grained, with a few fragments of red siltstone 
and dark yellow sands tone 
10 
10 
Do. Slightly darker than above, with more frag- 10 
mente of dark red, very friable siltstone and 
very small fragments. of gray shale. Hole flowing. 
Temperature, l5.0 ...... 'f specific conductance, 3,230~ ..... 
-'-"r..r.Z¥~ pH, 6 . 7. 
Do., but contains more red siltstone and gray 10 
shale. Fragment of crystalline gypsum 
Sandstone, pJle tannish brown, very fine to fine- 10 
grained. Very few other fragments in sample 
Sandstone, tannish brown, very fine to medium-
grained. Many large "'-.I .. 1 inch) fragments 
of dark red siltstone 
. Do. Red siltstone fragments smaller 
<- ..,,..d.., 
Do. Red siltstone fragments."", ... 3/4-inch 




Sandstone, pale brown, fine to mediUm-grained. 10 
Many small fragments of red siltstone and some 
small fragments of white amorphous gypsum. Hole 
producing 100-200~.1"";~ Water and air flow-
ing from joint abQut 6 feet east of rig . Tem- . 
perature , 17. ~·C"srispeciflc conductance, 2,650 ,.ti:n,,),,$ ptr eJ'Wtr 
"14' ~ • Changed to water for drilling. 
No s!""Ples. Drilled blind after circulation lost. 15 











N.o.te: .. Well partly drilled with air which eroded walls of hole and probably 
contaminated cuttings with c avings of wall above drilled interval shown, 
by Violently ej ecting water along hole's bore . Well flowed from depth of 
about 1l0:~J05; at 205 feet, flowing water appeared to be gas-lifted 
long after drilling air should have dissipated. Circulation lost immedi-
ately after 205 feet reached. Circulation lost in second hole, 30 feet 
south, at depth of 50 feet. 
35 109 
(D-25-l5) 23bdb-l. Log by O. R. Anderson. ' {~ Alta 4,795. 
Material Thickness Depth 
-----> 
Soil, sandy '\ 4 
," ,.1"' .• . 
Sandstone, red 66 70 
Sandstone, white 20 90 
Shale. sandy, red 15 105 
Sandstone 45 150 
Shale, sandy red 14 164 
Shale, blue 6 170 
Shale. bard blue 12 182 
Shale, hard red 11 193 
Sandstone, soft; water at 295 feet •• 157 350 
. '
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P~trol.ua-u.t .,.11 ,lulIH bac ll. ark! l .ft for Wla a .... ,.r VIall. 
Stat. tn.p«t"n r found ... 11 UftWied. SHlh,l, .lb1h .. v.'er at 14 te.t. 
Oa , .; 0 
"' •• 0 h trul _u.-tr llU wll plulled b.d, And • .rt for ua ••• v.t.r wll. r.tcbe,J (1) va t." In C4t .... 1 
'or.."I"n , 0.,.: A, C, J , W. 
11 . ) ICnuvn •• the "ltuild.ltJ. C.y •• r." .t Wood_ ld •• ~ etru,t .bou' ."er, jO .In,,t..,., b, Cit , botl .. 
~to"d. d rlv.. AquU.r •• tl ... ," Ira- report.d de"h af hol •• 5.. '9S& • • ,. lU1 . 
w.al ,auI,afoi hc4twa. af •• Un. ".ur. 0.,.: C. '~A....""'-~ 

















Driller rwpott .... d rUIt"1 fluid l o. t. throuI" ra •• un 1ft H •• ,on •• 
h "ol.ua-Uat. " . 11 plUUH b.ck and l.h, u",. r fon'. d, for WI ••• v.t. t .. 11 . Optt.1W,J 
by:-t.o1 oll e: •• Sutv.,. 'Iuld In hoi. vcr, •• • " ...... ur ... ''' •• ~ that ,luI dld bOt. 
hall.. Jet-pe r fura," b, We ••• Co. vh" one aha t per foot fro. 1,214 to 1, 294 f~. t . W,at.t 
•••• t ro •• to U,.t ,howa and .tdlth.d. AU.." 'D ,.... .. lJ .. b.~d aft.r t .,tltlth • 
.-- f.l1ure. Du.rl"l !I!J.""J.~ period. t luld a,.c lflc conductanc. J-.."J Ir~ 
11,lOO ' 0 9,44O";'"'""-",~i"~t. •• nd_too. v .. ,1.ItUnl'-- vahr t.o ",,11 . o.t..: J , W. 
U.S,~~!t:·l. "~lIl T- J . "ater pcrc"'~ In C.,..I ' o ratlun ., S9 r •• t; h • .,d ~rl,p'n .. 
YI.ld •• ,I _  ",d .... 11. d •• nlnl ou t hot. viti'll .Ir. Dat. : C, t.: . J . 
U.5~.t-zol. MSI T-l . 1U,'h'd "hi'll .lr, then.ud. and tinall, th.r vat.r . th.!.td ln~rll'''.~ •• 
hoi. d •• penN, b ..... tlowlnl .at ... ,ed 10 I_l / .In "hen coep'd.,d. Sd ,. II., 141 - 14., 
f •• ,. S.COM ( ... 11er)d l.c lwt.e _aau r.d ,hroulh O.1S .. ln~h fa'K!~,h . o.' .u A, C. G. J . 
lftO'rn • • 110 e rand. veil. Loca t Ion or l.t ... ll, ,,,,,,,,ltd e" In .ect Ion 1) ( unAun .. "ot\ll . 
r uund r .vltd, but !lelll .e.p l n. In ... ., 1917. Dot ,. : b. , •• ,,,,,._""" 
Uncontru ll 4td (t. v t o n ... rb, dr. v .llli h •• 'aa •• IN ..... luna ttnouAh tu .. lI t .h ll .h "'lIIt t!r ~ r~s~ • • nd 
o , b. r v ••• ' a t hm and look!I ..... OIl nlttur.l Itt In .. . C..h'. b.luw sur' IiI\! .. of 1IDiI" ponJ. 1.u\' .1 
r.ncher repurttJ that I .prl"l In Lv}/u :&..nd.tune In adj. -.!n'- \!ilnyun re .. ~ed fluwl"l vhn 
thl . ",. 1I "'flt6 ~'1I1N. Det.: C. 
"lrw .tw.rt; .unh. t.1t b, '.J. All., . D.lh: C. 
Core hah ,luI,ed back; c.. lna ,.,ro nlttd 1,4 I ft"-~, 41' . 1.420- 1. 42 , and 1, 4 ~9 - 1.01' d. 
riklft!J utJ. ttd and r •• I"1 t UI" In '918. "'" 
Tlille hoi. fo r con.U uction vat.r r ., r!ttt!hVil,': 10. '~If"" flttlt'd with r -II. tn a9/8. b .. t III 1 C. 
T." ho a. fOf con,U*l tlon V.Ut rar:tt't:""d1::10. Du h l U. 
1>0 . 
U. ~~l. S. T .. ). Urtllefoi wit" .'t. Ob e"'t It e;tl .. tN whit. daum'n., tklilt "lth 
atr. Dr-tll.d lI'lto .... "Me OtoIt e ,up "h .. r. dl, I . bout bO. .,1 .... h .. "huut 100 
t.o 110 het ." •• red "-P. Al 110 f .. t, .fter c nM~ LlQ' drill !II I"_ . drllll1h1 a t 0 .2 lout. 
.... hoh .eartH ,todvclnt wate r , .. ., ...... .... " rtutult ar 1ft , n rr 'ut.. UoI t : C. t= . J. 
Yell d"lI.,..! II, .tMral .. ,lo,.,lon c.-,.n., .IN '''t for .... ter ..,.11. l:"9 (O n II h .. r.1 bu"lIn. 
nd an U"pt •••• nt. odor c ..... rr Ht ... n .urf.r. pi and • In . Wh · " ,.,u ~'II'I, ""' &'I r 
!If ~ htt.tvU, charted " It I'll urbo" dlo •• ". vt.l ch •• t Uf ".Ue 1 ... 1 ...... ~,~ duwn n..I, P 
.,uPp.JJ . c. u.WtI .,.11 to continue to flow by .a .. 11ft. . hU t , J . W. 
"-ver \t~ beelllu • • of JM)Or .. ,.t ~~1, 1t1 ' I'r UII! ~ I1iOnr I"bl« -' rtu.- IU ... ll S I ., t l\ .. t 
U.8 iJ .. Il to now "I lk. a .. ",.," 0011 vft.n 1ft" ViI ~ .. , l!!d . ta : • U. 
'11O'm " an J., .. l "'11 . Ma.woMd bwture I U . Ul ~ uport ftUl~ th wei l ,,""'-" btd .. bh 
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IYIlI r : InSf"r l LI .. ... I l,,,,, 1 11 11, In I"',.ppr tlnl ." tlb"vt" 
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• .JJ.,.~ --JI. 
In a ' "'' o n sout h b.m. or San iI .. ra · 1 IIlve r . Loc al ({lnc hers report .,,,11 
hll~ flov"d 0' .. any Y""flJ and that waler I potab l" . 
lo"r .. l (7) or hole bet .... "" c Ollnt y road and •• all dr,' " dsh. C"opby,l ca l 101l1l1"g h,... tll1l 
v ,.ter In 1'kI1~ I iUI UI''' nd of ""nrlv IInllor. "peclf l c cond ,, · t3n ·O) , Indl ll llg th.1t v t r 
pro b bly I s ",,"10 up the ho i .. "ou o"t Int o t he uya j o Salld t on Oata: . Ii. 
In" .al (1) co t hnl .. t e t t'd ll" of county t oa.J. Re •• r lt am" os ror prccceJ I"'1 ',Ic . 
Int' r I or.,( I) hole on "outh 1.1" of counly t l'l d . C"o phy l eal l o",l ng Rhow!l t ha t vlll r III 
th .. hul" Is 81111htly ~lln "nu of ne r1 Jnlfor •• p·ct I e "ondu talle , lodl ca ll n tl"'t VJt". 
probilbly [ IIIOv l ll. Ou t of the "" \0 Sand t o" , dovn th hoI", and out Into the Win .He 
, n,t t. ne. Da t a : J , 
11<' "a Sail er S .. In wel l . Wdter quality '''port"d to be l Oud. Pd t .. : D. 
Known QB Moonshln' '1 1 . Insp ' tlon In 1979 h~d v @l l h d n t bc~n uBcd r 10nll p c luJ. 
Ddt : C. 
Petro l u_t S l .. 11 p,luggt!J bac k an ll left for US" II" vater v 11. o t It.n( VII t o hav b n u ',1 . 
Kl10wn II!! L.ut hall" .. e ll. Dr:ll"t1 I n .Id t or 8Wllr. o f lin ,,.,,, ulk' 
I' d u ra ",.I wIth •. whlne-cut slo t .. , 1 11 1/8-1", lrl'l. 715 to 1~1 r" t. 
fld " a r r.HlH. 
n .. t3: D, C. 
Wat"r- upp I l' " t 
,,"J OllX[ t o "'. l r 
' II at r..,bl ln Valley Stilt .. "8" rV" . 
t nk that t o r • . vdtll r haul 
... 
111111 .. 1 ... fro. ft' II Illy •• ov r . anco. Shal ... Data : 
On l !'l!..j f bluJf 0'1 rloo l",,!! ,. , ',v" 
f.u .. ~r II Rl v r , Oat .!: C. I) , '. 
F_rr/!J 
,. ..... <1" lot I WII trrl!! .• ! 10"; aban un .1 alt .. t f\1I"d "It\\ and : All""" •• OV,.,ItI> ",C"~ Sh,, 1 
I) ta l C. 
At ". :,,~ ." ~l.l" ,..,,..,,.,, 21. 
, .... It , .. ,, : ;., '.' , .1 . ... · r' .. ' l Ull .,, ", .. 11 - .&nd .prln.-nu.b.rlnl .,., .... 
~. "" • .w"... . . ... 1 .. "Iv .. " •• It "'PM ,.1 U. S. t ..... I"., c .. 1 Surv.y 0,. U. S. Bureau oJf und l'touwl~n'. 0" ~ u.4td by 11K.' r •• Jd.at.; ut"-rv''',l.ruiovIMr 
I~ " l v"11 ,, " .. " ... t h .... "'~ ... In'~ I ... t v .. " In " ...... "Il,. . . 
.. .., ..... tc.1 
'I l lllkl.·: ,t l l tu.,h •• tt lotnd Murfitc .. aI 8P,Iai "'''lltc,,(''~.bove .... ll., ..... 1 C.udatlc.Oi&t_ ~f 1929, tnt.,.",bted fr .. IOPOIUphlc ..... 
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~. occure a. an alteration p .. oduc t vhl h caep'.t .a" ... k. th. Delalnal .,.In •. 
.u.~ov lt •• ho .. nblenJe, .nd zlrc~~ found. 
Co re hol •• t b ••• of c liff on no .. th .11.1. of Couonvoc:kl W •• h : on ... nJI'one ,helf, ,bout 1 
bou_ of 'U." C"banne1.1.!1'':: .'=: .. o.f .cl!~_:"_~.:~~~.!f,.,,,:.~= ~~~:::~~ .. ith .'M .. II .rflou ... , -
cenre . CO"I .... M,.rac.J. aD4J all' UI.d Tor torln. W'Ould nut ca e.r cut Un •• fro. bol.; air bubbled up 
frue 10tnll l:'-:.! f.f rro. hole. :co va •• r 'tanJln. In hoi •• ft.r COf'tn l atottp .. d . c..'1H1 
vlth open- I",I"I .l tUIIlnte tubtn. for v.t.r- lev.l _a.aur ... nt . 
1l<r"h 0. 0 • 0.2 ''''' 
Delich 0 . 2 - O.~ (AI 
O.p'" O . ~ • 0.,(.1 
... " hO. ' · I . lf.l 
tJ •• therttJ h.A.nJ a,. S. n trOll out 1'0, In b .. 1 o r t CNII tJ •• h. pl. fr,* n ... ff l Up of rur-..t1on 
W • • therthl l"lnd .p.e-c l .. ~n f ro. bawe o f b lu ff at nort h .... "t .I .I@ Olr Ihe tlllh' tl ·." ot North "toJ SunIl. Fo rk .. . 
Co.l W." tl . Lt.h t .lll1U-brown. thlil-b.\J.Ie-J eJlnd!lll on. . WIi' .. th.ftnM call!!'" liI ... nJ~ t une to . pllt Intu lavrr. 
U.7. lu t ,,,,,L ,hi ~ . 
lIand "p'''~ I I!t ... r oe fOad c ut .1 aouth el~e nt Int.' .... '. 1t 111Ne. IU . at I'UUth of S~tt .. ,J ';',It u n10n. 
il l' '''''' t o t .. n .dabl, .. a ndllon • • bout )0 "" b.dov "'0 n r ' d radt Ion . 
'h.noJ . pe" '"tt" (roo 1'0 -.1 cuI at .outh . Ide IJf Int.,.t.u Itlllh" ... 10 In SputtlKl ",.1: , 'an.v,\. 'ttNn frl .. bh~ 
".I ",I~to" t! n .. ar .hli l. of tor.'lon . 
th in • • c t len de..:rl ,tion : fln ... Adelone; ~uaru.rentt • • 
Thaw .A.pl~ h .. ~ ... nt!("'., .od.r.t_" .0tte~1 ail","I., • .,n. Lun"l .tln. o t 91 ,arc.nt ~u.rt&. 1. p.!c tlnt 
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p I,mul' ('('nl .. ~ r . 
!kn"K f Y.'Mllln. 4t .. rtz with atr.alaht ar .ltahtIY un.tulo.e e.t l "" tluft .. th. '1'1 ... ,.. _Incta' con. tlt u.,nt . 
Rurll4!! IUlll .u.!tcov lt. ac e ,r.a~ftt ... Inelu.lu lU . till •• 01 .. h.rt and ""y · r , Il.lllne qH .. rl'~ 
pr\l!f.,nl, '11 . rd,- I tn •• nJ 'l ... lod .... f.IJ" ti.r .re ,r.".nt In _1",,1' ... unt • .1M .p,..r jI,. fr ... h IIn •• I. ~n,-1 
,1' ' n • Ira." or .lrcun.nJ Mrnbl.nd •• ,. ,reaent . 
Sf! unJ.f" qu" ru o •• r.rowch. '1'. t h .... t '.,.tt.nt c: .e.m t In, 14 • • nt. . "Inor ,.t che. 0' e.l h. ~ 
pre «nl . k .. n.nt ,orowit, I. v.r-1 htah due t o tM poorh con.lWIIJ.teJ Mtur. of the _.,Ie, bu t .ft 
l."u .... I " .!IItl lut. I. not ", •• Ibr, tw au •• f)f eat.".I •• ,IlIeU"1 (of t lh~ thin ... ,. tl on) . 
U .. nd .,..- 1_" hUla out ' 1'0, It !touch aldl or Int.rIlIC' 1111"" •• 101ft S,ouoN YOU CAn1~ft .... 1 b.a. 0' 
to r .. tl on . V.,., h.r'" 'rown .1 ,r.ou. a,.welOM or MM" II •• IOIM; ont.'" h4t.led If. tun •. 
Th tn .e thlll ll ... ~' r~lOn ! ftn • • ,nda'onl ; ea tc.reoul "Ulrt,.r.,," • . 
" " •• ..,1. I howIo,lII!n.oul. 8tJd.r.tely IOrtl'd ... M . . onl ton",ht In. uf '1 ,.t Itnt qu.rta. J«J ,.nent 
n .ldle, [II p.r .nt o r".nt •• a.w 1 ,.rc.nt t.1J ,.r . r. r.tn .14. r.n ••• fr .u/-. ..... u .JO~vlth 
'1'."'''' .v., ... lnjll O . U~ A f .. 'er ••• r.lft.~:-"='-I O. J ~lhe .t ..... a,: .:".,.119 ~u&nl 
_",I lubln.nl.r I " ... ,,1.1' . LOONI, , 4k1'-eJ .ralna .,. In tn •• nt tal or ,b"., c "t.c t. 
""no n t_'''n. ~u.ru vlth Iu.labt or 1"lhU. u ..... ,,'O •••• 11 tl on I. the ,rl f •• I ... ral e~tI'ont. 
""tll~ n".lI l •• A.r. c~ Inch •• IOftI . Mtnor .-"tUntl of ch.rt ..w pohCf UIl liina ~u.ru '1' •• 1110 pre .... t. 
th • .ul!lt I ,Ie"t , ... "U,. ..... t la ell Ite vh.ch I. often f O · hln. on fr~rk Ir .. tn • IrVft 
It Intnll I ••• Ident vlthh. the t.lcU.. n'l.nlc .. t.rlal I ... ~ t~"ed vlth t n .. ( .1 tte ."'" .a .. .:.. 
_ .. CItMnfll" •• ,.nt . " ... l""~. ,.". 'fK •• e Itatted to .:_) ,.rc..nt . 
h:rod Ine IChI ,l •• tocl ... f.lda,.t •• r. 'r ..... t tit .Inor ...,,",'a . Th ........ ' •• tuh . \tUlle, ... 
tJt'tlln!l. allhuu"h .... '.1 .fa'", .f. fract, ....... Tr tkl •• IMr .... In lud« hornblend, •• 11' on ...... 
s... 'f In ,1\tC:Unl cy,," durin. t"l .. Hulo" ,'e,er ' .l on . 
ft •• , ., "I.ttl, .eed.toM. 
u"II • . 
H.nd ,til I .... fro", l:ut In UINeM .1 ... M:: c." to ... I" _uth of c ... ,on • ..,1. rr Mar .IUle of t oratt ft . 
LI, I bravn frl b la •• ntJat_ It\at C .. ,.IM au.er ,,", '1 thin h. h.r •• vhl ch .f. h •• led vltlY ttOftIoo c.r nate 
In.,r 1. 
rh tn 'lte thl" ,sc,l,lIn : M-dt_ ~tO"~: .. " ... u.r,n" • • 
th l ... .,Ie I •• -.der.'et, to ttehtl, ,.~~ ~ tlMM t n I.Iln of ,.r Ht .. u rUe J ,. rc.'" f.hl ,..t r. 
and I per ' ,nt ('hert. rh •• ratn_ ~ -..u.aftt fN .ubl' untl.d . Cr.tn h. r.n.. .01 I u 
lI , J ~I/!X "pt fur. v.tn of -.dt .... t1t II.~ ,rlt" ... ~1: ~:t"tt ten t h 0' lh. .,Ie. ,. , In ' t 
r. ,llIn r. C:~'"fO-~ tw •• , or It htl_ Mltured. 
~t ~N · l ln .. and ,1 •• _ c l ... f.IJ.,,.r .te randoel, 1IC.".r .... t hr u"huut tM I.. AIl .. utl " ttl" 
anJ (t I,.,'tut I •• " u the _ f ..... .,.'. I. c 
n .. 8 .. I~ t c..,.ht.N with 11ft •• ra. t.,. Dr t. rt. v I'll' Ute ..... at •• _, I' uat o r 
0 " nt ~ hr'.' . n, .... Ift ot .'tlt _ ... ~ tert.l.e tl,hel c ... ntH'" flM .11It! Mtrl" end ftO 
'r ...... t Mr . . ........ ,. lft 'M r.e, f th. l.:~- J ,.n ... t lfttar,r-.. ; .r ,.r. ~ 
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01 - I ) J~ . - 1 ~hl\ 
to-1 - I )I l hr h- I 11M-I 
to-1 - I I I JI.h I I H 
• "lc. pi, • 
~.crtpt l on 
~u t how lnten~tt h.-t h · rtn 1 .. 1 .. 
I' r~ , .. .., J.-.r r r tf k . I I " hl Yf· llow t o t..m . rt b t ~ !J oll"'t. on", . C'u tt!' pc.,l ur at. p1" " ..... 'h",.·d. 
tt.uld !lip .. . t . lI!O t Ol!t ul on nurlh !llll .. o ( 10 ' al . " l 11111 r u ... I. ullth 01 Int t I te Ul,hw ., 1n . $ .... fll.,· h 
I r,,. !.. Ip vi h U a,. Ion . l Jjl h l [40 C" 'lei l IN t h wilite ,atW l un,,; i lk' 1 h o,h" r.I". InJu r t t on .. ~~ p".y r I h .. l 
... n:\1 t ,.n. w tll~ tnlo hi ~AJ .. ~ .. ~.,. 
Co r" hote In b r~ bo u ua o. l ulla .. ti t (,J dhd .... "ul l l J " 01 .., It.-IKht \1 .... ,. oJ . ou ch "f II t I 
t hat jl n e8 ' I P ~"'n. • ut l . l \- I '~ ('or" t o ' .4 r,,,J. 1I" le .".. d t o ,,1I P n ,H btll h H:II. 
pi h 0 . " - u. U 
I ' pt II., - 1I.I, Sr. I 
I"pth O. ~ - O. 
U.pt h l .1 - J.O ' " 
Uopth 1.0 - I. ' ft.f 
ItdntS liP'" ,. n h o. nu th w .. U lI t Sf ill I.hl \r.\ lI!l h \. nwon. ~O:-: IlMl r. 
r ... n t o vlPl luwhh f., 1IIO" I.d t nd.- tone. tt H II ~r "'it. 
low t op u for . 'lt un . 
l..u rp' hu ll! In b r e '1,;!1 ' S .. n 
,o r .. l lt~ '. ,~ 
f .d l e"t . "'h r. ,r. Iplt .. , "m n lit In frUII Ite. ut 1. ' 1'- lncl 
~ «. KoUtl nd n ntt!1 ,' n . 1 I. t ttl Tn ftl h ie" nd lon 
pt h 0.0 - I. I-J 
,'h PR ol It I 1" 
U .. pt h ppro t ~, l ith 
n .. pth ~ .. ppr() I lith • , ., 
·or.t hu l I" r . 10 I!: tn t "I Me ' " vh"r~ pt tple l t n n . '-t.: .. ul te In LI.p,.. 1 n . tUl 
1.11 ", t oc- ~ te t ~., (,.J I nd 1'..401.1 n . I :If, t 1. t . r n ft. hi. 
pl io O. 
-
1.0 (.J 
pt h pp. te t., 
u ,'h ' pp ' .1 .. 1, ~ '" 
pt h pp ro I ' 14,h J ( .. ' 
·o r. hoI., In to tt or Old 
'" 
1\ Wo h. u 2.l~1 , 
.. II ... . J .,KI t i"l 1 .. lIn. 11.' f ••• hl " " . r n hi bh .,1' t n 
, · .... 'It H. t ' - It . 111 
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(01-1 
..!...,-~ .. .-! ., it t .. ~.ft+I.tOfW 
II) Ib .... -I ISM-b ... 04 .' . ... 1 .. ., true ru4tJ cut un •• It aiel. of roed •• _ .. born W.'"~kt''' 'In 'In ..... '0 .. . 
( 1J-~1 I II I~ ,· .I-I VTSN-II H.-ci .,. lOin fru. ,,,,.,j ~ut I' ltOuth ald. o. It".ra,a'. Ullh".y 10 In Spotted wau CAnyun. S .... e h u. 
( .,,,~ 
"~,, 
u.r .tdill .. of tor .. tl on. 'Inll to t_ or or." ...... 1., ..... nd.tOM with thin '_INlet. Jlkk:IWlf.udy tl'klu .. at~. 
n,I,,- ~ 4t Ion "."J'ptlon : ftrw ....... ,Ofte ... u.tt.ar.nlt. 
U>- 2 10 1 Obbd- l 1115" - 11 
111 1 ..... , •• 'I well Nrced, I/"KIM', pack" ,and.toe:. cunal.tlftl 01 9S ,.r..:.,,' 4van .•• 4 pcr.:",nt f.h'".r, 
"'''' ~ 
.... J I p.rcen.t c hert. Crain aile ran ••• fr,* 0 002.1--.,0. 20. ..ftd the ar.lna .r •• _ruUftd~ and "4, ... t 
t o .... tI .lon ... '. . ~r.ln e.O"'ac" .r. ,rlt..4 rU, ,laner and l ... ~ntl.l . 
t he "Jor c •• ert ... ,Il\Mnt 'I .,nocrye,alU.,. quart. tilth a" •• lht or aUlhll, URdulo .... llllk~ ttDD. 
kul t I ... nd .Ir on .r. ,r ... nt •• 'nc l".1un.. "lno, ~unt. of rol, r,.t.lI I,.. ~\t.'t,. anti chert 
.'".I::, ••• "t .• 
,. ..... .. __ t ••• ,.lda,.r aad . ,lerkl" .. ar • ..,.el, d .. ,., .. ed U H,,"-I .. huut tt, ........ I'ay .h.,.,'on .nd 
dl .... lu.lon of .hHe fold.,. •• I •• _n. 
t1'Mr ... ,1. la c ..... tecl .)' an •• r1)' It ... of lecoodar, ~uarl. ov.r.rwthl . A tree'.' ~t of al e U. 
~I1, ••• ftl . n.. .......... "'1 I"'Orl, coa.ulhl."H and cOln.tu U ,.,ew"t fOr •• , ••• 
'( r iKe ..,uftll of or._le _'.rl .. l ... horebl"", •• r. " ••• «1 'n the ...,1 •• 
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"," •• ~~."""o. 
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1'o ..... 1l , •••• ,J.'.: .. :1I. 4 ,.. ant 
••• ,.. ....... ' 1 .... 1. '0 I I"" .. "".taUI ... dol.,.H •• 
Air ,.,...UIt1 r __ : O.O;:-~2) .Ulthrcy 
0' It , ..... , O . ~.;.. . , ,.,.n • 
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o\.lr .. Iru. petroit!UII-l 4ttt well l l~hl .· JL. \ ; lr\Ja J.-pt lls 0: 1."' / u.''.., - ... I. '4s\ (''4 
U~pl h l. tUt..c:l l b" i~.f 
lIt!P'" l. liB ,~ -: I,K"" (,.f 
l!;o pt" I. 91 ~-:I .'J! 1""1 
~pl h I. 911=- :'. " i H r.J 
Depth 1. IJ:l tt .... -:1.914'-1 
o..pth 1.9J( -:1.9JS (,J 
lIepth 1. 9111;-:1. 11 .. 1 
d tlrk 'tln- j(rtlv • t II 'I I tay v~r'l ( In.- 'I'.ln~J •• nlllit.Jn~ 
Atr pere~ .. blltt'l ranX_: 0.0'):-:0.12 atllhl.n:y 
~ ~ 
Po rus itv r.n.e : 1.1 ..... - _~. 8 per. ~nl 
J lllk ,ray ve r y h.dv c r1_t .. Ulnc alaty II Deltonlt 
,Jfl r k tan- t:uy Ii II t , . a tmy vcr '! f InlL!-.rall\"J •• nJltv"e 
Air p,·ra .,oebllity ranAe:O .O):~.)1.10 BUIt ,larc), 
" ,.U"Ultty .. anAc : 1.S:'-:4 ... p~rc.nl 
; /larl.. t ..... - ttr .. y a llty limy very flne - lt.Snell •• udalvn" 
AII' plL!r ..... ob l lltv UIIl.tt : O.J: -: H.t. . 1 I. hl.u",' " 
Porolhy r'anM~ : •• 0:- ::'J.b pt!tLen l 
; '<tIrk t.n '"' .rav Ifllty llnv v ... r y fln«- ,raln",1 'tAnJ"'I~) ni." 
Atr p ... r.~"h tlhv r.n;tc : O.O~:-:Ll .tlltl.la r t. I .... 
"oru!lI llv .. iii" .... : 1.0, 1.9 ,wr~ ... nl 
: j..a r k totn- "rav " ltr ( Inlt'y c ry.t.llln~ ,ttt1 ltllt'.lon¥ 
"Ir r erDt'.lb lllt., ran, .. : O.2 1,::-) . K aIIIIJ.hl.r. 
ror". ', '! riln, .. : 1 . • : - :IJ.K p"r .~ nt 
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AII' p\!rm«ab Ultv ranKe: U. I): _ :101 .tll tJatf' l .. 
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Poro,lty ran,. : 4.6: .. jt .8 p.rc .nt 




" I' ' tit" It ltltv •• " ... t n.n.I .. - • ..,1." . 11 " 11.1 . I.·. 
r.' I . _B. ''' ' lit : I . :-:'9.1 p"' H 'nl 
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(D-21-ln l)d,ld- ITT R-IJA .nd 
ITT "-I Jft 
5M-1 JA- I 
ITTSJI- Ua- I 
nearb., coun t, tad. ro ra, t\l t n, 
' olr u or.hol •••• bo~ l ~ 
I A. on eouth. cut (0, 2 I.t 
Hola I JI. on notrh. ul t~) 1..1 
Depth O.O:-~O. 1 ~ l..I 
o.,th 0. l( -:O.20M 
d Dr.", a nll v It of 
.a.I'I1I • nd tone that h. Cfmll o( d. ert "ar-nhh. 
.part •• t .It. of R-IJ. Cu t 2 .25- lnd lo re •. Hole 
a"d c ..... vtth .ated In tu Ins for aot l I tura rt • 
S nd t one v .... "ttry h rd . 
l '. 
T.bl. ~ 
o.'8cd p tlon 
1 .... t t L)! . .!.l't~ . :',c~ S.ln~'UI1t..·""' CO"t lnut.!d 
([)o..! I .. II )~ JtJ .: tt l SK- llll- 2 lI .. pl h U.l(C ':O.I • ., {..t 
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